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Endogenous retroviruses (ERVs), derived from exogenous retroviruses (XRVs), comprise
about 5 to 10 % of most mammalian genomes. We can study retroviral infection which
originated millions years ago and understand long term evolution of infectious viruses by
working on ERVs.
At the same time, it has been suggested that multiple, new emerging viruses that
infect human populations have been come from different bat species, and bats have become
recognized as the reservoir of zoonotic viruses. However, we know little about retroviruses
in bats. Here, we mined ERVs in the little brown bat genome, and found that the overall
ERV amount in the little brown bat is comparable to other mammals. However, we still
find hundreds of lineage-specific ERVs in the little brown bat genome.
With identified bat ERVs, we subsequently investigated if there is any related retroviral
cross-species transmission and independent endogenization. Using sequence homologous
method to search bat ERV sequences against 107 available mammalian genomes, we found
highly similar sequences in cat, tiger, and pangolin genomes in addition to related bat
genomes. We found the ERV sequence is patchy distributed among mammalian lineages,
and their high sequence similarity is incongruent with their host divergence. We also
narrowed down the ERV insertion time to 10 to 20 million years ago. To understand
how they evolved in different lineages, we investigated their evolution after integration in
both bat and cat genomes. In the cat genome, the ERV lost its envelope domain and
transformed to intracellular retrotransposon. While in the bat genome, multiple related
infectious viruses became endogenized, and, at least in one lineage, the infectious capability
has been maintained.
Finally, I developed a computational pipeline and statistical framework which allows
our method to be applied to the ERV population of virtually any species. When applied
to 53 available vertebrate genomes, the approach identified ERVs previously known to have
spread by reinfection in humans, mouse, and pig as well as additional ERV families carrying
signature of recent infections in these and other species, including nonhuman primates,
revealing their potential for zoonotic transmission.
This dissertation is dedicated to my parents.
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It has been proposed that retroviruses derived from LTR retrotransposons by acquiring
an envelope protein.1 Acquiring an envelope gives retroviruses the capability to spread
between cells and organisms. Similar to other LTR retrotransposons, they must insert
their genome into the host’s and utilize host transcription machinery to express retroviral
genes and replicate. When these extracellular viral particles invade susceptible cells, the
envelope proteins interact with specific cellular receptors to initiate the invasion of a new
cell. If retroviruses infect a germline cell, the integrated provirus becomes transmittable
from generation to generation, and may eventually become fixed in the population as an
endogenous retrovirus (ERV).2 During vertebrate evolution multiple exogenous retroviruses
(XRVs) completed this transition and became ERVs in the host genome. Today, sequences
derived from ERVs make up 8 % of our genome.3
Most of ERV insertions are tolerated by the host, but sometimes they can be deleterious.
Moreover, through millions of years of coevolution with their host, some of these insertions
become co-opted by their hosts, providing essential cellular functions. The most well-
known example of a co-opted retroviral gene is syncytin, an essential gene for placenta
development and derived from ERV envelope gene.4 The placenta is a eutherian mammalian
specific tissue that supports embryo development by mediating material exchange between
fetus and mother. Surprisingly, different mammalian lineages have their own syncytin
genes independently derived from different ERVs.5 The most popular hypothesis is that an
original syncytin gene existed in the common ancestor of all placental mammals but has
been repeatedly replaced by new envelope-derived genes in different lineages. Multiple ERVs
have been found to be transcriptional active in the placenta, and it has been suggested that
the ERV activity facilitated the turnover of syncytin genes during mammal evolution.6,7
ERV envelopes have contributed to other cellular and biological processes, including
multiple other envelope proteins that may also be captured by hosts to fight against viral
infection.8 Other retroviral genes besides envelopes have also been co-opted. In mouse
2genome, Fv1 was likely derived from gag gene of an ancient Class III ERV MERV-L, and
experimental evidence demonstrated that Fv1 can inhibit murine leukemia virus (MLV)
infection possibly by interacting with retroviral capsids.9
Besides these adapted coding genes, there is mounting evidence suggesting noncoding
region of ERVs can also be adapted by hosts. Britten and Davidson first proposed that
repetitive Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) sequence could be used to regulate multiple gene
expression under the same regulation signal.10 Recent technology advances enable us to
investigate cellular function of repetitive ERVs. Wang et al. found many p53 binding sites
located in ERV sequences.11 Chuong et al. identified MER41 has been co-opted in the
interferon- response pathway.12 Furthermore, multiple other ERVs have been shown to act
as enhancers downstream of many transcription factors.13
Noncoding region of ERVs can be co-opted for other functions as well. Long noncoding
ribonucleic acid (lncRNA) are loosely defined as mature ribonucleic acid (RNA) length 200
nt without coding capacity. There are 10,000 annotated lncRNA genes in the human genome
and their cellular function is being increasingly appreciated. It has been demonstrated that
ERVs make up many lncRNAs. For instance, HERV-H and associated LTR7 can act as cis
regulatory binding sites for OCT4 and NANOG, producing hundreds of inducible lncRNAs
in human embryonic stem cells.14
ERVs are not only important fuel for host genome evolution, they also provide an
invaluable historical record for virology study. Retroviruses have a much higher mutation
rate compared to their mammalian hosts, and their high mutation rate has generally
constrained the analysis of retroviral evolution to periods spanning the past few thousands of
years. However, once an ancient XRV become endogenzied in the host genome, its evolution
slowed down from the retroviral mutation rate to the mammalian host’s mutation rate.15
Since most of ERV insertions are neutral, it is possible to reconstruct computationally
and even synthetically infectious viruses millions of years ago knowning host’s neutral
mutation rate.16 Therefore, ERVs shed lights on retroviral evolution as well as vertebrate
genome evolution. For instance, by studying endogenized lentiviruses in lemur genomes, the
origin of lentiviruses has been pushed back to ˜14 millions years ago.17,18 And we can even
reconstruct an infectious retrovirus that disappeared millions years ago based on current
ERV sequences.16
ERVs are not just relics of past infections, some of them can still produce infectious viral
particles. Emv and Xmv ERVs are endogenied murine leukemia virus (MLV). Most of them
have intact open reading frames and are capable of producing infectious viruses.19 Another
3spreading ERV is koala retrovirus, which can transmit vertically as part of the genome and
horizontally from individual to individual as infectious virus.20 Therefore, studying ERVs
may also help us preventing potential zoonosis.
Bats are increasingly recognized as a reservoir of zoonotic viruses.21 To better under-
stand which retroviruses infected bats and which proviruses in the bat genome may still be
active, I began my thesis research by mining ERVs in the little brown bat genome. Then
I described a cross-species retroviral transmission among bats, cats, and pangolin 10-20
million years ago. At last, I developed a new method to distinguish reinfecting ERVs from
others undergo retrotransposition within host genome. We validated our method using the
wealth of knowledge available for human ERVs, and identified many potentially reinfecting
ERVs in other mammal genomes.
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CHAPTER 2
GENOME-WIDE CHARACTERIZATION
OF ENDOGENOUS RETROVIRUSES IN
THE BAT MYOTIS LUCIFUGUS
REVEALS RECENT AND
DIVERSE INFECTIONS
Journal of Virology, 2013 vol. 87 (15) pp. 8493-8501. Genome-wide Characterization of
Endogenous Retroviruses in the Bat Myotis lucifugus Reveals Recent and Diverse Infec-
tions. Xiaoyu Zhuo, Mina Rho, Ce´dric Feschotte. c© Owned by the authors, published by
American Society for microbiology. With kind permission of Journal of Virology.
Genome-Wide Characterization of Endogenous Retroviruses in the Bat
Myotis lucifugus Reveals Recent and Diverse Infections
Xiaoyu Zhuo,a Mina Rho,b Cédric Feschottea
Department of Human Genetics, University of Utah School of Medicine, Salt Lake City, Utah, USAa; Department of Biostatistics and Bioinformatics, Roswell Park Cancer
Institute, Buffalo, New York, USAb
Bats are increasingly recognized as reservoir species for a variety of zoonotic viruses that pose severe threats to human health.
While many RNA viruses have been identified in bats, little is known about bat retroviruses. Endogenous retroviruses (ERVs)
represent genomic fossils of past retroviral infections and, thus, can inform us on the diversity and history of retroviruses that
have infected a species lineage. Here, we took advantage of the availability of a high-quality genome assembly for the little brown
bat,Myotis lucifugus, to systematically identify and analyze ERVs in this species. We mined an initial set of 362 potentially com-
plete proviruses from the three main classes of ERVs, which were further resolved into 13 major families and 86 subfamilies by
phylogenetic analysis. Consensus or representative sequences for each of the 86 subfamilies were thenmerged to the Repbase
collection of known ERV/long terminal repeat (LTR) elements to annotate the retroviral complement of the bat genome. The
results show that nearly 5% of the genome assembly is occupied by ERV-derived sequences, a quantity comparable to findings
for other eutherian mammals. About one-fourth of these sequences belong to subfamilies newly identified in this study. Using
two independent methods, intraelement LTR divergence and analysis of orthologous loci in two other bat species, we found that
the vast majority of the potentially complete proviruses identified inM. lucifuguswere integrated in the last!25 million years.
All three major ERV classes include recently integrated proviruses, suggesting that a wide diversity of retroviruses is still circu-
lating inMyotis bats.
With 1,116 known extant species in 202 genera, bats (orderChiroptera) constitute more than 20% of living mammal
species (1). The family Vespertilionidae, which contains about
one-third of all bat species andmore than 100 species in the genus
Myotis, ranks among themost species rich of all mammal families.
Bats display many exceptional developmental and physiological
characteristics, including the extreme elongation of digits to form
webbedwings enabling powered flight, the capacity of several spe-
cies to undergo extended hibernation, and extraordinary life
spans for their size and metabolic rate (up to 34 years in the wild
for Myotis), making them emerging models for research in limb
development (2, 3) and aging (4). Bats have also gained attention
in biomedical research because a number of bat species have been
identified as zoonotic reservoirs for some of the most sinister vi-
ruses infecting humans, such as rabies, Ebola, Marburg, Hendra,
Nipah, and SARS-like viruses (5–10). A recent study suggests that
bats host almost twice as many zoonotic viruses per species as
rodents, another important reservoir of zoonotic viruses (11).
The growing notoriety of bats as reservoirs for zoonotic viruses
has generated considerable interest in the scientific community
and prompted a broad effort to characterize the viruses naturally
infecting bats, including recent metagenomic surveys of the “vi-
rome” of several bat species (12–15). Together, these studies have
led to the detection of a large number of viruses affiliated with
diverse mammalian families of (mostly) RNA viruses, as well as
insect and plant viruses (12–15).
Retroviruses are unique among vertebrate viruses in that they
possess an obligatory chromosomal integration stage in their rep-
lication cycle. Integrationmay occasionally occur in the germ line,
which can result in vertical inheritance and fixation in the host
population (16–18). Such endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) have
been identified in nearly all vertebrate genomes examined (16–
18), and they often occupy a substantial fraction of mammalian
genomes, accounting for about 8% of human (19) and 10% of
mouse nuclear genome sequences (20). The infiltration and am-
plification of ERVs in vertebrate genomes are pervasive and rep-
resent a source of genetic variation thought to have had a strong
impact on the biology and evolution of host species (18, 21, 22).
Furthermore, because ERV integration events can often be dated,
they provide a precious fossil record of past retroviral infections
that have afflicted the host species or its ancestors (22–25).
Despite the prevalence of ERVs in mammalian genomes and
their biological relevance, relatively few bat retroviral sequences
have been reported in the literature (26–29). Initially, these were
only short ERV fragments isolated by PCR with degenerate prim-
ers designed to amplify conserved pol domains of retroviruses (26,
27). More recently, traces of foamy viruses (spumaviruses) were
identified in bat viromes (15), and Cui et al. reported an appar-
ently complete sequence for an exogenous gammaretrovirus (Rhi-
nolophus ferrumequinum retrovirus [RfRV]) in the greater horse-
shoe bat, as well as defective gammaretroviral sequences in other
bat species (30). Lastly, the same group identified !50 copies of
endogenous gammaretroviruses in the draft genome sequences of
M. lucifugus and of the megabat Pteropus vampyrus and were able
to recover a total of 16 proviruses with both of the long terminal
repeats (LTRs) but apparently defective coding capacity (28).
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These results suggested that bats are host to a large diversity of
gammaretroviruses, including endogenous elements (28, 30).
Early this year, endogenous betaretroviruses were also identified
and reported inmegabats andmicrobats (29). However, the over-
all diversity and evolution of ERVs in bat genomes remain largely
unexplored.
In this study, we take advantage of the recent public release of a
high-quality, 7" genome assembly (http://www.genome.gov/255
21745) of the little brown bat Myotis lucifugus, one of the most
common species in North America, to perform a comprehensive
mining and analysis of ERVs in a bat species. We found that the
amount and diversity of ERVs inM. lucifugus rival those observed
in other mammalian genomes and include both ancient and re-
cent integration events. Our study suggests that the vespertilionid
bats have been subject to considerable levels of retroviral infec-
tions over the last!25 million years (My) and that diverse retro-
viruses are likely still circulating among natural populations ofM.
lucifugus.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
ERV mining. The M. lucifugus 7" genome assembly Myoluc 2.0 was
downloaded from NCBI (NCBI accession number AAPE02000000) and
used as the input for two ERV identification pipelines (Fig. 1). First, we
identified pairs of putative LTRs separated by 1 to 15 kb and flanked by
target site duplications (TSD) by using LTRharvest (31). The LTR nucle-
otide similarity threshold used in LTRharvest was#80%, with other pa-
rameters set to their defaults. Internal retroviral sequence features of ERV
candidates, including protein domains, primer-binding sites (PBS), and
polypurine tracts (PPT), were predicted using LTRdigest (32). The M.
lucifugus tRNA library used for PBS annotation was generated for the
Myoluc 2.0 genome assembly using tRNAscan-SE (33), and 32 retroviral-
related protein domain profiles (see File S1 in the supplemental material)
used for putative domain annotation were downloaded from the Pfam
database (34). To remove false positives and arrive at a list of high-confi-
dence full-length ERVs, we applied two additional filters. First, we per-
formed a tblastn search against all repeat libraries in Repbase (version
17.11) (45) to remove candidates whose reverse transcriptase (RT) do-
mains were most closely related to those of non-LTR retrotransposons.
Second, we required each candidate to contain at least 3 of the 5 canonical
retroviral protein domains (Gag, PR, RT, IN, and RH) identified by
LTRharvest.We also observed that some of the predicted LTR boundaries
were truncated, so we manually refined the LTR termini for each of the
filtered full-length ERVs using genomic alignments with blastn. The sec-
ond ERV identification pipeline employed MGEScan-LTR (36) with the
default parameters. The outputs from LTRdigest and MGEScan-LTR
were also submitted to CENSOR (37) to systematically identify any other
known repetitive elements inserted within the candidate ERVs. This ap-
proach was also used to eliminate several false positives where a pair of
short interspersed elements (SINEs) flanking putative retroviral domains
was misidentified as LTRs.
ERV classification and phylogenetic analysis. We used MUSCLE
(38), complemented bymanual refinements, to build an amino acidmul-
tiple alignment of the RT domain from 177 full-length bat ERVs and 20
known exogenous and endogenous retroviruses (see File S2 in the supple-
mental material). A neighbor-joining phylogeny was built from the RT
domain alignment using MEGA5 (39) with 1,000 bootstrap replicates,
applying the pairwise deletion option and using JTT as the amino acid
substitution model (40). A Bayesian phylogenetic reconstruction was
built using MrBayes 3.1.2 (41) with two runs of 5 million generations,
employing a mixed-rate model. The tree was sampled every 100 genera-
tions. Posterior probabilities supporting family clustering are summa-
rized in Table 1. For subfamily clustering of LTR sequences, we used
Vmatch with parameters set according to the LTRdigest protocol (32).
Dating ERV insertions by using LTRdivergence. LTRpairs from 362
full-length ERVswere aligned using the Smith-Waterman algorithm (42).
CpG sites in all LTR sequences were removed, and the pairwise evolution-
ary distance K of LTR pairs was corrected using the Jukes-Cantor model
(43). A previously estimated substitution rate (r) of 2.692" 109 for theM.
lucifugus lineage (44) was used for dating each insertion. The date of ERV
integration was calculated as K/2r.
RepeatMasker analysis. To generate a systematic annotation of ERVs
in theM. lucifugus genome assembly, we first collected the LTR sequences
and internal regions of potentially complete proviruses identified ab
initio. We first separate the LTR sequences and internal regions from
complete elements and extracted representative or consensus sequences
from each of the 86 subfamilies. These 172 sequences formed our M.
lucifugus ERV (MLERV) library. To remove any repetitive elements
nested within the MLERV library, we screened this library using Repeat-
Masker (version 3.3.0) (3.0.1996-2010 [http://www.repeatmasker.org])
with a library of non-ERV repetitive elements from Repbase (version
17.11) (45). We then combined our 172 MLERV entries with a Repbase
ERV library (version 17.11) (45) to build a custom ERV library. This
library was used to subsequently run RepeatMasker on the M. lucifugus
genome assembly, using the sensitive Crossmatch alignment program
with the default parameters.
Estimation of full-length ERVs and solitary LTRs. A Perl script was
used to parse the RepeatMasker output to systematically identify LTR
pairs flanking internal ERV regions masked on the same DNA strand. A
potential full-length ERVwas considered when a pair of similar LTR frag-
ments were separated by less than 20 kb and the alignment of the pair of
LTR fragments spanned at least 100 bp. We also required that at least 500
bp of internal region were masked as internal ERV sequences.
To estimate solitary LTR numbers, we parsed the RepeatMasker out-
put tomap solo LTRs. Inmany cases, we found LTRs to be fragmented. To
FIG 1 Potential complete ERV identification pipeline. We identified 25,239
LTR candidates with pairs of putative LTRs and TSDusing LTRharvest, and all
of them were annotated using LTRdigest. LTR candidates with canonical ret-
roviral features were extracted as potential complete ERVs. We also used the
independent pipeline MGEScan-LTR to identify potential complete ERVs. By
combining the two independent pipelines, we identified 362 potential com-
plete ERVs. They were further classified into 13 families based on RT domain
phylogeny and into 86 subfamilies based on LTR sequence similarity.
Zhuo et al.
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better estimate solitary LTR copy numbers from fragmented pieces in the
genome, we aligned fragmented LTR sequence to their consensus se-
quence and calculated the occurrence of each base in the alignment. The-
oretically, the abundance of each base should be the same. In reality, it
fluctuates because of genome rearrangements. Therefore, we used the
median occurrence of an LTR as a proxy for its genomic copy number.
Paired LTRs from full-length elements are included in the genomic copy
number as well, so we subtracted twice the full-length ERV copy number
from the genomic copy number and used it as the solitary LTR number.
Identification of orthologous MLERV insertion sites in other bat
genomes. A Perl script was designed to find orthologous loci of MLERVs
in other bat genome assemblies. The first and last 100 bp of each MLERV
plus 300 bp of their flanking sequences were extracted from theM. lucifu-
gus genome assembly and used as queries to search other genome assem-
blies using blastn. Genome sequences matching only the flanking region
in the queries were labeled “empty sites,” while sequences matching both
the flanking and repeat regions were labeled “occupied.” A givenMLERV
was considered present or absent at an orthologous locuswhen at least one
end could be unambiguously labeled an occupied or empty site. All of the
orthologous loci were validated by manual inspection.
RESULTS
De novo detection of ERVs in theM. lucifugus genome.We used
two different ERV mining pipelines (Fig. 1). The first strategy
relies on the combination of LTRharvest (31) and LTRdigest (32).
We used LTRharvest to define ERV candidates by scanning the
genome sequence for putative LTR pairs (100 to 1,000 bp) sepa-
rated by 1,000 to 15,000 bp and flanked by target site duplications
(TSD). LTRdigest then screens and annotates each internal se-
quence of the ERV candidates for putative protein-coding do-
mains (e.g., reverse transcriptase, integrase, etc.), primer-binding
sites (PBS), and polypurine tracts (PPT), characteristic of com-
plete proviruses. A filter is then applied to retain complete or
nearly complete ERVs based on the presence of a subset of these
features (see Materials and Methods). To complement this ap-
proach, we applied a second computational tool, MGEScan-LTR,
designed to identify full-length LTR retrotransposons, including
ERVs (36). LTRdigest andMGEScan-LTR both useHMMER (46)
to identify protein domains; however, LTRdigest outputs all ret-
roviral protein domains with an E value of$1%6 for further iden-
tification, while MGEScan-LTR retains candidates with a set of
protein domains with a combined E value of $1%10 or a longest
open reading frame (ORF) length of#700 bp.
With LTRharvest (31), we identified 25,239 ERV candidates
with a pair of predicted LTRs in the M. lucifugus genome.
This large output was filtered down to 217 ERV candidates by
LTRdigest (32). Applying MGEScan-LTR (36) revealed 245 puta-
tive full-length ERVs (Fig. 1). While the total numbers of ERVs
identified by the two pipelines were similar, only a small subset of
elements were identified by both programs, as determined based
on their location in the genome assembly. After removing redun-
dant elements and false positives (seeMaterials andMethods), we
arrived at a total of 362 distinct and potentially complete provi-
ruses identified in theM. lucifugus genome assembly (hereinafter
referred to as potentially complete ERVs) (Fig. 1). The LTR
lengths of these 362 ERVs vary from 154 to 840 bp, and their total
internal lengths range from 2,291 to 12,503 bp after removing
secondary transposon insertions (see Table S1 in the supplemen-
talmaterial). Of the 362 ERVs, 252 (!70%) have perfect TSD, and
27 have identifiable TSD with 1 or 2 mutations.
Phylogenetic analysis and classification of ERVs fromM. lu-
cifugus.Of the 362 ERVs identified as described above, 177 had a
reverse transcriptase (RT) domain conserved enough to be
aligned confidently for phylogenetic analysis. We used this con-
served RT domain (47) to build a multiple alignment and com-
pute phylogenetic trees using the neighbor-joiningmethod imple-
mented in MEGA (39) and the Bayesian method implemented in
MrBayes (48). Both methods produced trees with nearly identical
topologies, allowing us to classify bat ERVs into 13major families,
denoted MLERV1 to -13 (Fig. 2 and Table 1). We defined all
families as monophyletic groups of closely related branches with
bootstrap support of at least 75% in neighbor joining and poste-
rior probability of at least 0.75 in Bayesian trees (except for the
MLERV12 family, which was supported by 54% bootstrap but a
posterior probability of 0.93). Representatives of the known ret-
roviral classes were included in our phylogenetic analysis in order
to assign the MLERV families to one of the three major ERV
classes. We were able to identify 6 MLERV families (MLERV1 to
-6) comprised of 145 elements as class I ERVs (gammaretrovi-
ruses), 6 MLERV families (MLERV7 to -12) accounting for 157
elements as class II ERVs (betaretroviruses), and one family
(MLERV13) represented by two elements as class III ERVs (spu-
maretroviruses).
To further classify MLERVs into subfamilies, we compared





probability Age (Mya) LTR length (bp)
Internal length
(bp) Copy no.
MLERV1 I 99.5 1 4.2 442 6,554 33
MLERV2 I 100 1 6.9 418 7,531 5
MLERV3 I 86.8 0.99 6.8 433 5,961 71
MLERV4 I 100 0.99 15.8 339 7,098 48
MLERV5 I 0.75 1 15.0 358 7,380 16
MLERV6 I 100 1 13.0 425 9,007 3
MLERV7 III 100 1 3.0 868 10,596 2
MLERV8 II 100 0.99 4.8 334 5,042 23
MLERV9 II 98.3 0.99 13.1 393 5,216 19
MLERV10 II 76 0.99 7.6 444 4,344 25
MLERV11 II 100 0.99 10.5 546 5,515 48
MLERV12 II 0.54 0.93 8.7 432 6,529 20
MLERV13 II 100 0.87 9.6 421 7,170 41
a My, million years.
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their LTR sequences, which are among the most rapidly evolving
sequences in retroviruses (49, 50). Based on a 75% interelement
LTR nucleotide similarity cutoff, the program Vmatch (www
.vmatch.de) clustered the 362 potential complete ERVs into 86
subfamilies (including 40 singletons) (see Table S2 in the supple-
mental material). Although families and subfamilies were defined
independently, we found that the two classification levels were
congruent in that ERVs falling within a given subfamily also be-
longed to the same family. One advantage of the classification based
on LTR sequences is that we could generally assign elements with
highly diverged, partial ormissing RT domains to one of the families
defined upon RT phylogeny. By combining these different classifica-
tionmethods, we were able to assign 354 ERVs to one of the 13 fam-
ilies defined in Table 1, leaving only 8 ERVs presently unclassified.
Census of the ERV population in the M. lucifugus genome
assembly. To comprehensively assess the abundance of ERV-de-
rived sequences inM. lucifugus, we ran RepeatMasker to annotate
the 7" genome assembly using a custom library combining con-
sensus or representative sequences for each of the 86MLERV sub-
families defined above and all nonredundant ERV sequences de-
posited in Repbase (45) (see Materials and Methods). The total
length of ERV-related sequences annotated by RepeatMasker
amounted to 89Mb, which represents 4.9% of the 1.8-Gb genome
assembly after removing gaps.
To further delineate the ERV composition of the bat genome,
we implemented custom scripts (available upon request) to parse
the RepeatMasker output and estimate the numbers of full-length
ERVs (as defined by the presence of a pair of LTRs flanking a
sequencemasked as an internal ERV region) and solitary LTRs for
each major class of ERVs (see Materials and Methods). Solitary
LTRs typically arise as a result of intraelement recombination be-
tween the 5= and 3= LTRs of a full-length provirus.
For class I ERVs, the approach identified 464 full-length pro-
viruses and 35,404 solitary LTRs in the genome assembly. The
FIG 2 Phylogeny of 13 MLERV families and reference retroviral sequences. Class I, class II, and class III ERVs are illustrated with blue, yellow, and green,
respectively, and reference retroviral sequences are shown in red. MLERV families with neighbor joining bootstrap values higher than 95 are labeled with an
asterisk at the root, and those with a bootstrap value of between 75 and 95 are labeled with a dot at the root. KoRV, koala retrovirus; GaLV, gibbon ape leukemia
virus; MDEV,Mus dunni endogenous virus; PERV, porcine endogenous retrovirus; MuLV, murine leukemia virus; FELV, feline leukemia virus; BaEV, baboon
endogenous virus; HERV, human endogenous retrovirus; ZFERV, zebrafish endogenous retrovirus;WDSV,walleye dermal sarcoma virus; SnRV, snakehead fish
retrovirus; FeFV, feline foamy virus; HFV, human foamy virus; BLV, bovine leukemia virus; RSV, Rous sarcoma virus; GH-G18, Golden hamster intracisternal
A-particle H18; RERV, rabbit endogenous retrovirus; HML, human MMTV-like; SRV, simian type D retrovirus; MMTV, mouse mammary tumor virus.
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sizes of full-length class I ERVs inM. lucifugus typically range from
6 to 9 kb (Table 1). MLERV3 is the most diverse family in this
class, including 15 distinct subfamilies (Fig. 2 and Table 1). To-
gether, the total genomic length occupied by class I elements is
estimated at 31.5 Mb (1.66% of the genome assembly).
Class II ERVs were represented by 638 full-length proviruses
and 10,858 solitary LTRs. The lengths of full-length class II ERVs
range from 4.5 to 9.5 kb. The most abundant class II family is
MLERV11 (Fig. 2 and Table 1). Notably, subfamily MLERV11_2
includes 123 potentially full-length copies, more than any other
MLERV subfamily. In total, class II ERVs occupy 9.1 Mb (0.48%)
of the genome assembly.
Covering 49.2 Mb (or 2.6%) of DNA, class III ERVs account
for the largest amount of ERV-derived sequences in the genome
assembly. This result was somewhat surprising in light of our ini-
tial ab initiomining of ERVs, which had retrieved a single class III
family (MLERV7) represented by only 2 complete canonical cop-
ies (Fig. 2 and Table 1). Nonetheless, our parsing of the Repeat-
Masker output identified 571 full-length and 81,967 solitary LTRs
affiliated with class III ERVs. Manual inspection of a subset of
these sequences revealed that they represent relatively ancient and
often nonautonomous class III elements previously identified in
other mammalian genomes, such as mammalian apparent LTR
retrotransposons (MaLRs) (51). Thus, the discrepancy between
the results of the ab initio search and theRepeatMasker annotation
can be explained by the fact that most class III ERVs are repre-
sented by highly decayed copies and nonautonomous elements, as
well as abundant solitary LTRs derived from ancient families (see
below). By design, such incomplete or highly diverged copies can-
not be identified by the two pipelines used for our ab initiomining
(31, 32, 36). The difficulty in identifying class III ERVs using ab
initio approaches has been reported for other mammals (52–58).
Overall, the ERV coverage of the bat genome (89 Mb, 4.9%) is
less than that in the human (261 Mb, 9.0%) and mouse (285 Mb,
10.9%) genomes but similar to the ERV coverage of the dog ge-
nome (115Mb, 4.8%) (RepeatMasker) (Fig. 3a). However, the bat
genome assembly is less complete and of poorer quality than the
mouse and human genome assemblies. Because ERVs and other
repeats tend to be overrepresented in nonassembled regions of
sequenced genomes (gaps), our estimate of ERV abundance inM.
lucifugus should be viewed as a conservative estimate.
Comparative demography of ERVs in bat, human, and
mouse.TheRepeatMasker output provides ameasure of sequence
divergence for eachDNA segment annotated to its closest consen-
sus sequence in our ERV library, enabling us to examine the
tempo and evolutionary dynamics of ERV invasions inM. lucifu-
gus in comparison to those in human and mouse (Fig. 3b). Over-
all, the demographic profile of M. lucifugus ERVs is more similar
to that of human ERVs: class III ERVs are the most abundant and
the most diverged (ancient), class II ERVs are the least abundant
but the most recent, while class I ERVs occupy an intermediate
position both in abundance and divergence. The similar histories
of ERV accumulation in the bat and human (and to some extent
mouse) lineages are to be contrasted with the dramatic differences
in DNA transposon activity, which is strikingly elevated in theM.
FIG 3 Comparison of ERV abundance and dynamics in different genomes. Different ERV classes and DNA transposons are labeled with different colors. (a)
Comparison of percentages of genomes derived from different classes of ERVs in little brown bat and other mammals. (b) ERV and DNA transposon dynamics
in little brown bat, human, and mouse genomes. Distance to consensus was corrected using the Jukes-Cantor model. Older elements are more distant from the
consensus. The abundance is illustrated also, using the percentage of the genome.
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lucifugus lineage (Fig. 3b), consistent with previous reports (59,
60).
Recent ERV infiltrations in the M. lucifugus lineage. The 5=
and 3= LTR sequences from a given provirus are typically identical
upon chromosomal integration and are expected to diverge sub-
sequently by accumulating substitutions at the neutral rate of the
host species. Thus, if the host neutral substitution rate is known,
the age of an individual ERV integration event can be estimated by
measuring the pairwise distance between LTR sequences (61).We
applied this method and a rate of neutral substitution previously
estimated for theM. lucifugus lineage (44) to date the integration
of the 362 potential complete ERVs predicted ab initio, as we ex-
pected these to represent some of the youngest elements in the
genome (Fig. 4a).
The results show that, indeed, the vast majority of the ERVs
surveyed integrated relatively recently, with 232 of 362 (64%) pro-
viral integrations estimated to be less than 10My old according to
this analysis. Twenty-three of these elements have strictly identical
LTR pairs, and another 58 elements have LTRs that are #99%
identical, indicating that all these ERVs have inserted very re-
cently, probably within the past 2 My (Fig. 4a). The most recently
active subfamily according to this analysis is MLERV3_15 of the
ERV I class. We estimated that each of the 12 copies of
MLERV3_15 have inserted within the last 2.5 My, including 4
copies with identical LTRs (see Table S2 in the supplemental ma-
terial). These data suggest that the M. lucifugus lineage has been
subject to many recent ERV infiltrations.
We measured the age of MLERV integration events alterna-
tively by assessing their presence or absence at orthologous
genomic positions in closely related bat species. Recently, draft
genome assemblies of two additional vespertilionid bats, Eptesicus
fuscus andMyotis davidii, were released (NCBI accession number
ALEH01000000 and ALWT01000000, respectively) (62). E. fuscus
has been estimated to share an ancestor with Myotis bats at !25
My ago (63, 64), and the time of divergence ofM. lucifugus andM.
davidii is predicted to be around 10 to 15 My (64–66). We used
BLAST with queries representing the termini of each of the indi-
vidual full-lengthMLERV copies plus 300 bp of flanking genomic
sequences to identify orthologous regions in the E. fuscus andM.
davidii genomes (Fig. 4b shows an example). After combining
information from these two other bat genomes and manually in-
specting each locus, about 35% of orthologousMLERV loci could
be unambiguously identified in E. fuscus and about 70% in M.
davidii (see Tables S1 and S3 in the supplemental material).
Among these, we found evidence for 137 MLERVs present at or-
thologous positions inM. davidii, while 115 MLERVs were miss-
ing at the orthologous site in this species (Fig. 4c) (52 of these loci
are precisely missing the MLERV and have only one copy of the
TSD). In the E. fuscus draft genome assembly, we identified 35
MLERVs present at orthologous loci, while 94 MLERVs were
missing at orthologous positions (see Tables S1 and S3 in the
supplementalmaterial). Together, these data indicate that the vast
majority of potential complete ERVs detected in M. lucifugus in-
tegrated after speciation of E. fuscus and Myotis, and many ERVs
continued to accumulate duringMyotis evolution and integrated
after the divergence of M. lucifugus and M. davidii (Fig. 4c and
Table 2).
Our age estimates based on these cross-species genomic com-
parisons were largely concordant with the age of ERV integrations
calculated by LTR divergence. Indeed, MLERVs with orthologous
empty sites in E. fuscus were on average much younger (7.2 My)
than those with occupied sites (23.1 My). The oldest MLERV in-
sertion with an empty site in E. fuscus was predicted to be 27 My
old according to LTR divergence, which is roughly consistent with
FIG 4 Recent ERV invasion in M. lucifugus genome. (a) Most of the 362
complete ERVs invaded the M. lucifugus genome recently. Copy numbers of
different ERV classes are shown in different colors; age was estimated by LTR
pair divergence. (b) An example of an MLERV integration event (TG. . .CA)
specific to theMyotis lineage. TheMLERV is present in theM. davidii genome
with target site duplication (TCTC), but a precise empty site is found in E.
fuscus. (c)Orthologous loci ofMLERVs inE. fuscus andM.davidii indicate that
most of the ERVs invaded after divergence from E. fuscus, and ERVs were
active before and after speciation ofM. lucifugus fromM. davidii. The specia-
tion times betweenM. lucifugus andM.davidii and betweenM. lucifugus andE.
fuscus were around 13 My and around 25 My, respectively. Numbers of ERV
insertions are labeled between time points.
TABLE 2 Ortholog status of identifiable complete ERVs inM. davidii
and E. fuscus











Empty site 115 4.2 24.3 0.0
Occupied site 137 15.9 54.8 1.4
E. fuscus
Empty site 94 7.1 27.5 0.0
Occupied site 35 23.1 52.3 5.4
a Age is estimated using LTR pair comparison.
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the divergence time of !25 My estimated between these two bat
species (63). However, we note that the age of the youngest
MLERV insertions with occupied orthologous sites in E. fuscus
was significantly underestimated by LTR divergence (5.4 My).
Similar trends were found inM. davidii (summarized in Table 2).
This discrepancy between the results of the two dating methods
could be caused by gene conversion homogenizing LTR se-
quences, leading to underestimation of the timing of integration,
as previously reported in other genomes (67). These data empha-
size the need to apply multiple methods to confidently date ERV
integration events.
DISCUSSION
Census of ERVs in theM. lucifugus genome. By combining two
different ab initio mining strategies, we identified 362 potentially
complete proviruses in theM. lucifugus genome.Nearly all of these
elements fall within 86 subfamilies that enabled us to identify a
multitude of related sequence fragments using RepeatMasker, in-
cluding nearly 1,700 full-length ERVs and 130,000 solitary LTRs
in the M. lucifugus genome assembly. When used in conjunction
with mammalian ERV sequences catalogued in Repbase, our col-
lection allowed us to estimate that ERVs occupy 4.9% of the bat
genome, a substantial fraction comparable to that observed in
other eutherian genomes (Fig. 3a) (19, 20, 69).
Our data complement previous findings by Cui et al. (28), who
identified 3 major groups (A, B, and C) of gammaretroviruses in
theM. lucifugus genome by BLAST searches. Our approach iden-
tified these three groups as theMLERV2,MLERV1, andMLERV3
families, respectively. We discovered three additional gammaret-
rovirus families (MLERV4 to -6) (Fig. 2 and Table 1). The total
length of sequences derived from the MLERV4 family alone is 9.2
Mb, or!0.5% of the genome assembly. At the time of this study,
there were 5 entries of internal (coding) ERV regions and 132
entries of LTR sequences for M. lucifugus in Repbase, a compre-
hensive database for transposable element sequences, including
ERVs (45). We identified both LTR and internal sequences for 13
families and 86 subfamilies of ERVs, most of which were not re-
ported in Repbase (see Table S2 in the supplemental material).
Furthermore, throughmanual examination, we found that several
of the M. lucifugus LTR sequences deposited in Repbase were ac-
tually truncated at their 5= end (data not shown). Thus, our man-
ually curated collection of 86 reference ERV sequences will be
useful to replace or complement existing Repbase entries. Overall,
the coverage of MLERV families newly identified in this study
amounts to 23 Mb of the genome assembly, thereby substantially
improving the census of ERVs in this bat species.
Comparison of ERV diversity in M. lucifugus with that of
other mammals. With regard to ERV diversity within M. lucifu-
gus, we found that class I (gammaretroviruses) and class II (be-
taretroviruses) ERVs are similarly diverse (each composed of 6
major families), but the total amount of genomic DNA derived
from class II ERVs (9.1 Mb) is considerably smaller than that
derived from class I ERVs (31.5 Mb). Class III (spumaviruses)
ERVs are the most abundant (49.2 Mb) in the genome, but they
are generally older andmore degraded than class I and II elements,
which hampered the identification of full-length class III ERVs
using ab initio methods, as reported for other mammalian ge-
nomes (52–58, 70). Using RepeatMasker, we identified 571 appar-
ently full-length class III ERVs, but we observed that a large frac-
tion of these elements are nonautonomous MaLR-like elements
that are comparable to those abundantly populating the human
and mouse genomes (19, 20). Nonetheless, we note that the only
class III family we detected ab initio inM. lucifugus (MLERV7) is a
relatively young family, with an age estimated at!4My (Table 1).
Thus, all three major ERV classes are represented by relatively
recent insertions in theM. lucifugus genome.
Overall, the demographic profile of the three ERV classes inM.
lucifuguswasmore similar to that seen in the human genome (Fig.
3b).While the bulk of class III ERVs likely predate the radiation of
eutherian mammals and, thus, have essentially been inherited
through vertical decent, the amplification of class I and II ERVs is
much more recent and largely lineage specific (Fig. 3). We con-
clude that there was a parallel invasion and expansion of these two
classes of ERV in the human and bat lineages.
An importantmotivation for our analysis of ERVs inM. lucifu-
gus relates to recent findings of massive lineage-specific DNA
transposon activity in M. lucifugus (Fig. 3b) (59, 60). There is
strong evidence that several of these DNA transposons have been
acquired horizontally (71, 72), possibly reflecting a peculiar sen-
sitivity of the germ line of this group of bats to lateral infiltration of
mobile elements. Because retroviral endogenization also repre-
sents a form of horizontal transfer to the germ line, it was of
interest to see whether these bats also display a greater vulnerabil-
ity to ERV invasions.While we found clear evidence of recent ERV
colonization in the genome of M. lucifugus, neither the diversity
nor the sheer amount of ERV sequences depart dramatically from
the diversity or amount observed in other mammalian genomes
(Fig. 3). Thus, while the mobile element landscape ofM. lucifugus
is exceptional in terms of recent DNA transposon invasions, M.
lucifugus does not appear to be an outlier among eutherian mam-
mals in terms of its ERV population. We conclude that the appar-
ent vulnerability of vespertilionid bats to horizontal transfer of
DNA transposons is not generalizable to all types of mobile ele-
ments.
Superspreader hypothesis. Recently, Magiorkinis et al. (73)
proposed the “superspreader” hypothesis, which postulates that
ERVs lacking coding capacity for an envelope (env-less ERVs)
amplify more efficiently within the genome than those encoding
an intact envelope. The hypothesis was supported by a detailed
phylogenetic analysis of intracisternal A-type particles (IAPs)
from several mammalian genomes (73) and for several primate
ERV families (74). In M. lucifugus, we classified MLERVs to 13
families and 86 subfamilies. At the family level, we found no clear
relationship between the presence of an envelope domain and
family copy number; however, at the subfamily level, we observed
that themost successful subfamilies are predominantly composed
of env-less elements (see Table S2 in the supplemental material).
For example, the two largest subfamilies in our data set
(MLERV4_6 and MLERV11_2) are entirely composed of copies
lacking an identifiable envelope domain. Thus, the pattern of
MLERV subfamily expansion brings further support to the super-
spreader hypothesis.
Bats as possible zoonotic reservoirs of retroviruses. We
found several clear examples of very recent ERV families in M.
lucifugus. A good illustration is MLERV3_15, a subfamily of class
I elements. Four of the 12 copies identified in the genome have
identical LTR pairs, while the other eight have LTR pairs that are
#99% identical, indicative of nearly contemporary integration
events (see Table S2 in the supplemental material). All 12 copies
are also absent at orthologous positions in M. davidii (see Table
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S3). Nonetheless, none of the MLERV3_15 copies identified ap-
pear to retain intact coding capacity, suggesting that they are cur-
rently incapable of replicating autonomously.
However, in a recently active class I ERV subfamily,
MLERV2_2 (0 to 3Myold), we identified one copy (entry 74)with
apparently intact gag, pro, pol, and env coding regions, suggesting
that this copy might be replication competent. In addition, an-
other apparently intact and functional class II ERV was recently
identified inM. lucifugus (29). Together, these results suggest that
both class I and II ERVs inM. lucifugus are potentially capable of
autonomous replication and of producing infectious viral parti-
cles.
Among the most recently integrated ($10My ago) potentially
complete proviruses supported by both LTR-LTR divergence and
cross-species analysis, we were able to detect members of all three
main retroviral classes (see Table S2 in the supplemental mate-
rial). Our finding of recently integrated spumaretroviruses and
gammaretroviruses is consistent with the identification of exoge-
nous members of these retroviral taxa in several bat species, in-
cluding microbats (15, 30). We also identified proviral copies of
betaretroviruses (e.g., MLERV12_4) that have retained identical
LTRs flanked by perfect TSD and are absent in M. davidii (see
Tables S2 and S3), which suggests that M. lucifugus was also in-
fected by exogenous betaretroviruses in the recent past. Together,
these data indicate that a wide diversity of retroviruses have re-
cently infected these bats and are likely still circulating in natural
populations ofM. lucifugus. Given the apparent propensity of bats
to act as reservoir species for zoonotic viruses that are highly
pathogenic to humans, these observations raise concerns that
these animals may also be capable of transmitting zoonotic retro-
viruses to humans.
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Endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) arise from retroviruses chromosomally integrated in the
host germline. ERVs are common in vertebrate genomes and provide a valuable fossil
record of past retroviral infections to investigate the biology and evolution of retroviruses
over a deep time scale, including cross-species transmission events. Here we took advan-
tage of a catalog of ERVs we recently produced for the batMyotis lucifugus to seek evi-
dence for infiltration of these retroviruses in other mammalian species (>100) currently
represented in the genome sequence database. We provide multiple lines of evidence for
the cross-ordinal transmission of a gammaretrovirus endogenized independently in the line-
ages of vespertilionid bats, felid cats and pangolin ~13–25 million years ago. Following its
initial introduction, the ERV amplified extensively in parallel in both bat and cat lineages,
generating hundreds of species-specific insertions throughout evolution. However, despite
being derived from the same viral species, phylogenetic and selection analyses suggest
that the ERV experienced different amplification dynamics in the two mammalian lineages.
In the cat lineage, the ERV appears to have expanded primarily by retrotransposition of a
single proviral progenitor that lost infectious capacity shortly after endogenization. In the bat
lineage, the ERV followed a more complex path of germline invasion characterized by both
retrotransposition and multiple infection events. The results also suggest that some of the
bat ERVs have maintained infectious capacity for extended period of time and may be still
infectious today. This study provides one of the most rigorously documented cases of
cross-ordinal transmission of a mammalian retrovirus. It also illustrates how the same retro-
virus species has transitioned multiple times from an infectious pathogen to a genomic para-
site (i.e. retrotransposon), yet experiencing different invasion dynamics in different
mammalian hosts.
Author Summary
The cross-species transmission of viruses poses a continuous threat to public health. Bats
are increasingly recognized as a major reservoir for zoonotic RNA viruses, including
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rabies, Ebola, and possibly MERS, but little is known about their capacity to harbor and
transmit retroviruses. Here we investigated past incidents of cross-species transmission
involving bat retroviruses, by screening for the presence of endogenous retroviruses
(ERVs) previously identified in the genome of the little brown bat in more than 100
diverse mammal species. This screen revealed an intriguing case of a gammaretrovirus
that independently infiltrated the germ line of species belonging to three mammalian
orders: vesper bat, felid cat and pangolin. We found that the ERV initiated its genomic
invasion of the three lineages around the same timeframe ~13–25 million years ago, but
experienced a different fate in each lineage. In the pangolin lineage, the ERV’s genomic
propagation stalled shortly after endogenization, while it amplified continuously through-
out felid and vesper bat evolution to generate hundreds of species-specific insertions in
each lineage. Furthermore, in the cat lineage genomic amplification appears to have
occurred predominantly via retrotransposition; while in bats the ERV has expanded via a
mixture of retrotransposition and reinfection activity that may still be ongoing.
Introduction
Viral cross-species transmission (CST) represents a major threat to both human and animal
populations. Most viral diseases of humans are zoonotic: they stem from CST of viruses from
domestic or wild animals [1]. The explosion and development of human society, including
modern transportation, over the last 100 years has exposed us to an increasing number of path-
ogens [2]. AIDS, which has caused more than 25 million deaths over the past ~30 years (aids.
gov), is one of the most notorious examples of a pandemic initiated by viral CST [3,4]. The
pathogens causing AIDS (HIV-1 and HIV-2) are retroviruses, a family of RNA viruses that use
reverse transcription to replicate their genome [5]. Other retroviral CST events have been doc-
umented within primates, felids and ruminants, suggesting that retroviral CST represents a
continuous threat to human and animal health [6–10].
Retroviruses are unique amongst animal viruses in that chromosomal integration of so-
called proviruses is an obligatory step in their replication cycle [5]. As a consequence, retroviral
infection of germ cells or their progenitors result in proviruses that may be vertically inherited
along with the host genome. Such inheritable proviruses are called endogenous retroviruses
(ERVs). Under some circumstances, which are still poorly understood, ERVs can further prop-
agate within the genome and spread in the population, resulting in the formation of large fami-
lies of interspersed repeats in the host genome [11]. Despite the potentially deleterious
consequences associated with the genomic propagation of ERVs, the process has been remark-
ably pervasive during mammalian evolution. Indeed every mammalian genome thus far exam-
ined harbor a great abundance and diversity of ERVs, which are mostly lineage-specific. For
example, 8% of the human genome is composed of ERV sequences derived from a wide variety
of retroviruses acquired at different time points during primate evolution [12–14]. Once inte-
grated and endogenized, most ERVs appear to evolve at the host’s neutral mutation rate, which
is much slower than the mutation rate of exogenous retroviruses (XRVs) [15]. Therefore ERVs
provide a valuable fossil record of past retroviral infections and a unique opportunity to inves-
tigate retroviral evolution at a deep time scale, including CST events [16–20].
Many ancient CST events have been inferred by comparing ERV sequences across species
[21–28]. Most of the well-documented cases of retroviral CST events involve closely related
host species (e.g. from the same order). Indeed, it is thought that viral CST is often constrained
by the evolutionary distance between donor and recipient species [19,20,29]. The observation
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that all retroviruses known to infect humans have been acquired from other primates is consistent
with this notion [7]. However, retroviral CST events can also occur between distantly related spe-
cies. For example, the cat RD114 gammaretrovirus is a recombinant containing an envelope
domain mostly closely related to Baboon endogenous virus (BaEV), and is thought have been
acquired by the domestic cat from an OldWorld monkey [30,31]. Also, the koala retrovirus
(KoRV), which is currently spreading and undergoing endogenization in the wild, is very closely
related to gibbon ape leukemia virus (GALV) and to ERVs found in Asian rodents, from which it
was most likely acquired [32]. It has also been reported that reticuloendotheliosis virus (REV) was
likely transmitted frommammals to birds [10]. Recent phylogenomics surveys of ERVs across a
wide variety of vertebrate species suggested that CST between widely diverged species (i.e. from
different orders or classes) may be more common than initially anticipated [19,20,33,34]. How-
ever, the evidence remains limited and more detailed case studies are needed to confirm this idea.
Bats (order Chiroptera) are increasingly regarded as exceptionally potent reservoirs of zoo-
notic viruses [35–40]. Indeed, a variety of bat species have been implicated in the spillover of
diverse and highly pathogenic RNA viruses such as Rabies, Nipah, Hendra, SARS, Marburg,
and Ebola viruses in the human population [41]. Very recently, one potential case of CST of an
endogenous betaretrovirus involving phyllostomid bats, rodents and NewWorld monkeys was
reported [28]. We previously produced a comprehensive catalog of ERVs in the vespertilionid
batMyotis lucifugus [42] (referred to as MLERVs hereafter), documenting a rich and recent
history of retroviral infections in this species lineage. Here, we have taken advantage of this
resource to seek evidence of CST events implicating MLERVs. We identified an intriguing case
of a gammaretrovirus that colonized independently the genomes of vespertilionid bats, felids
and pangolin but followed a different fate and amplification dynamics in these lineages.
Results
ERVs closely related to MLERV1 are present in species from three
mammal orders
To detect possible CST events involvingM. lucifugus ERVs, we used the sequence of the reverse
transcriptase domain (RVT_1) (642 nt) from members of each of the 86 MLERV subfamilies
previously identified [42] as queries in megaBLAST searches of all mammal genomes deposited
in the NCBI whole genome shotgun (WGS) database as of February 2015 (107 mammal spe-
cies). Excluding hits toM. lucifugus, the most significant hits (>80% nucleotide identity over
the entire domain; e-value< 10−80) were obtained with a query representing the MLERV1
family [42] against the genome assemblies of the domestic cat (Felis catus) [43], Amur tiger
(Panthera tigris) [44] and Chinese pangolin (Manis pentadactyla). In addition, and less surpris-
ingly, many highly significant hits to MLERV1 were also obtained in the genomes of vesperti-
lionid bat species closely related toM. lucifugus (Brandt’s myotis,Myotis brandtii [45]; David’s
bat,Myotis davidii [46]; big brown bat, Eptesicus fuscus).
Further examination revealed that the hits in the feline genomes corresponded to an endog-
enous gammaretrovirus family initially described in the domestic cat. Two proviruses of this
family were initially documented in cat as FERVmlu1 and FERVmlu2 [47]. In 2011, this ERV
family was also reported in Repbase [48] as ERV1-1_Fca. In a more recent and more systematic
inventory of ERVs in the cat genome [49], this family was designated as FcERV_γ6, a nomen-
clature we will adopt hereafter. Most recently, this family was identified as part of “lineage VII”
by Mata et al. [34] who also reported the presence of closely related gammaretroviral elements
in several wildcat species, including jaguar, puma, jaguarundi and tiger. To our knowledge, the
related elements in the pangolin have not been previously characterized elsewhere. Hereafter
we refer to this novel ERV family as MPERV1 forManis pentadactyla ERV1 and deposited its
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consensus sequence in Repbase. For simplicity, we refer to all the elements detected in vesperti-
lionid bats as MLERV1 and all the elements in different felids as FcERV_γ6.
To determine the ERV copy number in each species, we used the LTR sequences to mask their
corresponding genome assembly using the Repeatmasker program and parsed the positional out-
put to infer the number of putative full-length proviruses (i.e. containing two LTRs) and solitary
(solo) LTR (see Methods). The results of this analysis (Table 1) show that each species harbors a
relatively small number of full-length proviruses (2–50) but often numerous solo LTRs (up to 1600
+ inM. lucifugus). It should be noted that the vast majority of proviruses we inferred to be full-
length (based on the occurrence of a pair of LTRs within 10 kb) contain sequencing/assembly gaps.
Thus we cannot ascertain whether they contain all the coding domains of a complete provirus.
A retroviral CST event involving bat, cat and pangolin
To illustrate the exceptional level of sequence similarity among MLERV1, FcERV_γ6 and
MPERV1, we generated nucleotide pairwise alignments of FcERV_γ6 and MLERV1 and of
FcERV_γ6 andMPERV1 using the most closely related full-length proviruses from each family
and performed a sliding window analysis of nucleotide identity across the two pairwise align-
ments (Fig 1A). As a comparison, we performed the same analysis for proviral sequences repre-
sentative of HIV-1 (GroupM subtype B) and its closest relative from the chimpanzee SIVcpz
[50,51]. The results show that the two representatives of the MLERV1 and FcERV_γ6 families
and two representatives of FcERV_γ6 andMPERV1 are highly similar throughout their entire
length, with an average level of nucleotide identity (~85%) comparable to that between HIV-1
and SIVcpz (Fig 1A). The most divergent segment corresponds to the predicted surface (SU)
domain of the envelope protein (~50% identity in the N-terminal region). Elevated divergence in
the SU region is also apparent between the two lentiviruses, as previously documented [52], and
is thought to reflect the rapid adaptation of retroviral envelope to diverged host cell receptors
[53]. In summary, MLERV1, FcERV_γ6 andMPERV1 are just as closely related to each other as
HIV-1 and SIVcpz, and thus these three elements and their relatives in the bat, cat and pangolin
genomes can be considered as endogenous elements descended from the same retrovirus.
The overall level of nucleotide similarity between MLERV1, FcERV_γ6 and MPERV1 is
strongly incongruent with a scenario of vertical inheritance of an ancestral ERV present in the
common ancestor of chiropterans, felids and pangolins, which dates back to ~85 million year
ago (MYA) [54,55]. Furthermore, we could not find any close relative of MLERV1 or
FcERV_γ6 (no megaBLAST hit with sequence identity>80%) in the genome assemblies of spe-
cies representative of other chiropteran (e.g. flying fox, Pteropodidae) or carnivore families
(e.g. dog, Canidae; bear, Ursidae; ferret, Mustelidae; seal, Phocidae; walrus, Odobenidae). The
Chinese pangolin genome is the only available representative of the order Pholidota, which is
considered sister to Carnivora, and thus equally related to Perissodactyla (horse, rhino) and
Cetartiodactyla (cow, pig, hippo, whales), all of which appear to lack related ERVs (Fig 1B).
Thus, the taxonomic distribution of MLERV1/FcERV_γ6 elements is extremely patchy, being
detected in four vespertilionid bats, two feline species (cat and tiger), and one pangolin, but not
in any of the numerous phylogenetically intermediate species represented in the NCBI WGS
Table 1. Copy number of MLERV1 related proviruses in different species.
Tiger Cat E. fuscus M. davidii M. brandtii M. lucifugus pangolin
Full-length ERV 55 88 3 48 51 204 2
Solo LTR 675 744 67 1042 948 1638 27
total 730 832 70 1090 999 1842 29
doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1005279.t001
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Fig 1. High sequence similarity and taxonomic distribution of MLERV1, FcERV_γ6 and MPERV1. (a) Sliding window analysis of percent sequence
identity along pairwise alignments of entire proviruses. DNA sequence distance is corrected using kimura 2 parameter substitution model. (b) Taxonomic
distribution of MLERV1, FcERV_γ6 and MPERV1. A schematic of the phylogenetic relationship of the 55 species from the clade “Scrotifera” currently
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database (Fig 1B). This taxonomic distribution suggests that the retrovirus that gave rise to
MLERV1, FcERV_γ6 and MPERV1 underwent at least two CST events and was endogenized
at least 3 times independently in the vespertilionid, felid, and pangolin lineages.
Dating MLERV1/FcERV_γ6 insertions using comparative genomics
To gain further insights into the evolutionary history of these ERVs, we next sought to estimate
when they first infiltrated their host genomes. Given that the likelihood of the same endoge-
nous retrovirus to integrate at the same exact genomic location independently in different line-
ages is negligible, the presence of an element at orthologous position in different species can be
interpreted as having inserted prior to their divergence time [56,57]. Conversely, since ERVs
are not known to excise from the genome, the absence of an element in one species at a geno-
mic location occupied by an ERV in another species strongly suggests that the ERV integrated
after the split of the two species [58,59]. Such ‘empty’ sites can be corroborated by the presence
of a single copy of the host target sequence duplicated upon proviral integration (typically 4-bp
target site duplication for gammaretroviruses). This cross-species presence/absence approach
has been widely applied to date a variety of mobile element insertions, including ERVs
[14,42,59,60]. It is possible that the age of some integration events may be underestimated
because of incomplete lineage sorting. Therefore, orthologous insertion analysis should be
interpreted with caution when applied to rapidly radiating species such as the threeMyotis
considered here.
We first examined the sharing of FcERV_γ6 elements between the cat and tiger, which
diverged ~10.8 MYA [61]. Out of a total of 1,419 putative full length proviruses and solo LTRs
detected in the current whole genome assemblies of the two species, we were able to ascertain
that 256 occupy orthologous positions, while 261 and 201 are specific to the cat and tiger line-
ages, respectively. None of these elements were detectable in other available carnivore genome
assemblies (e.g. dog, panda, ferret, seal), while some of their flanking host sequences were read-
ily detected (e.g., the flanking sequence of FcERV_γ6–68 is found in dog chromosome 14).
These data indicate that FcERV_γ6 first invaded a felid ancestor sometime between ~10.8 mil-
lion years (MY) and ~55 MYA and has continued to amplify to generate many insertions spe-
cific to the cat and tiger lineages (Fig 2).
Our previous phylogenetic analysis [42] has shown that the MLERV1 family of the little
brown batM. lucifugus can be divided into 3 subfamilies. Here we performed a systematic anal-
ysis of the presence/absence of MLERV1 elements (including solo LTRs) from the 3 subfamilies
in the genome assemblies of three other vespertilionid bats currently available: Brandt’s myotis
(Myotis brandtii), David’s bat (Myotis davidii) and the big brown bat (Eptesicus fuscus), which
have been estimated to diverge fromM. lucifugus ~10 MYA, ~13 MYA and ~25 MYA, respec-
tively [62–65]. The vast majority of MLERV1 elements and their close relatives were found to
be species-specific (Fig 2). Only 3 elements were present at orthologus loci across the 3Myotis
genomes (Fig 2) and we could not find a single insertion shared between E. fuscus and any of
theMyotis. Another interesting observation is that members of the MLERV1_3 subfamily,
which contributes the vast majority (>80%) of MLERV1 elements in the 3Myotis genomes,
could not be identified at all in the E. fuscus genome. Indeed, all 29 elements detected in E. fus-
cus cluster with either one of the other two subfamilies (S6 Fig). Together these data suggest
represented in the NCBI whole genome sequence database, with human and mouse shown as outgroups. The 55 species fall within 6 mammal orders:
Pholidota, Carnivora, Cetacea, Artiodactyla, Perissodactyla, Chiroptera. Some of the species are collapsed by order/family with the number of species for
each clade indicated into parentheses. The three independent retroviral invasions of MLERV1, FcERV_γ6 and MPERV1 are depicted above each of the
mammal lineages affected. The placement of retroviral particles does not imply the timing of corresponding CST.
doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1005279.g001
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that the MLERV1 family expanded independently in theMyotis and Eptesicus lineages, but
achieved a much higher copy number in theMyotis lineage due to the amplification of the
MLERV1_3 subfamily, which has generated numerous species-specific insertions (Fig 2).
Dating of individual provirus insertions using LTR-LTR divergence
Another widely applied method to date retroviral and other LTR-bearing retroelement inser-
tions relies on the divergence of the 5’ and 3’ LTR of individual elements. This is because their
retrotransposition mechanism results in two identical LTRs at the time of chromosomal inte-
gration. Given that most ERV LTR sequences are assumed to evolve neutrally once integrated
in the host chromosome, the age of a provirus can be estimated based on LTR divergence by
applying the host neutral substitution rate [49,59,66,67]. To eliminate the inflated divergence
caused by hypermutable methylated CpG sites [68], we excluded all the CpG sites from our cal-
culation of LTR-LTR divergence. We applied this method to calculate the age of all complete
(i.e. with two LTR) proviruses detected in cat,M. lucifugus and pangolin genome assemblies.
We use previously estimated neutral substitution rates of 2.7×10−9 and 1.8×10−9 per year for
vespertilionid bats and felids respectively [44,69], and an “average” mammal neutral substitu-
tion rate of 2.2×10−9 per year [70] for the pangolin.
The results of these calculations predict that the oldest MLERV1 and FcERV_γ6 proviruses
would be ~10 MY and ~20 MY respectively (Fig 3A). The amplification of the bat MLERV1
family would have peaked sharply in the last 2 MY, while the cat FcERV_γ6 elements inserted
more continuously over the past ~15 MY (Fig 3A). The two MPERV1 proviruses identified in
the pangolin genome are estimated to be ~10 and ~18 MY based on this approach.
Fig 2. Distribution of MLERV1/FcERV_γ6 insertions in vesper bats and felids. The numbers of ERV
insertions detected as orthologous or species-specific are shown as pies above each branch of the
phylogeny of the vesper bats and felids examined. Different colors are used to illustrate FcERV_γ6 and the
three different MLERV1 subfamilies.
doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1005279.g002
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While these estimates are consistent with independent ERV invasions of the vespertilionid,
felid and pangolin lineages, we noticed that the age of individual insertions based on LTR
divergence were generally lower than those estimated based on their presence/absence at ortho-
logous position across species. For instance, we found that 27 FcERV_γ6 proviruses were
orthologous in cat and tiger, which indicates that all must have inserted prior to speciation of
these felids, which has been robustly estimated at ~10.8 (8.4–14.5) MY [61]. However only 13
of these 27 insertions were estimated to be older than 10 MY based on LTR divergence (S1
Table). Similarly,M. lucifugus andM. brandtii are thought to have diverged ~10 MYA [62,64],
but the age of the four MLERV1 insertions orthologous between these two species was esti-
mated to be 10.5, 6.8, 4.5 and 1.2 MY based on LTR divergence (S1 Table). One possible expla-
nation for these discrepancies between the two dating methods is the phenomenon of gene
conversion between two LTRs adjacent in the genome, which essentially erases some of the
divergence accumulated over time through point mutations occurring in each of the LTRs,
causing to underestimate the date of proviral insertion [71,72]. Indeed, a phylogenetic analysis
of the LTR sequences from the four MLERV1 proviruses orthologous inM. lucifugus andM.
brandtii, shows topologies consistent with LTR homogenization through gene conversion
events for at least two of the proviruses examined (corresponding to the two upper trees in Fig
3B): their 5’ and 3’ LTR cluster together rather than by species (Fig 3B). This is the topology
predicted if conversion events in one or both of the species lineages had removed nucleotide
divergence accumulated between 5’ and 3’ LTR prior to speciation [72]. Thus, estimates of the
age of proviruses based on LTR divergence should be interpreted with caution, as they are likely
to be underestimates. Nonetheless, the results are in agreement with the other lines of evidence
that the vespertilionid, felid, and pangolin lineages were independently infiltrated by the same
ERV during an evolutionary timeframe ranging from ~25 to ~13 MYA.
Phylogenetic analysis of FcERV_γ6, MLERV1 and MPERV1 families
To further characterize the evolution history of MLERV1, FcERV_γ6 and MPERV1, we exam-
ined the phylogenetic relationship of elements within these families using a maximum-likeli-
hood tree built from an alignment of their 3’ LTR sequences. We used only ‘complete’
proviruses (30 in bats, 43 in cats and 2 in pangolin), since we observed that including tiger pro-
virus and solo LTRs did not yield any new major clade in the phylogeny (S1 Fig). Also the gen-
eral topology of the tree is identical if the 5’ LTR sequences are included (S2 Fig). Trees
generated using internal coding sequences also displayed the same general topology (S3 Fig),
but offered less phylogenetic resolution due to the more constrained nature of retroviral coding
sequences relative to LTRs [73,74].
The unrooted tree resulting from the phylogenetic analysis (Fig 4) clearly shows that
FcERV_γ6 and MPERV1 elements are more closely related to each other than to the bat
MLERV1 elements. Another striking observation is that elements within the FcERV_γ6 family
fall within a single clade with uniformly short branches, whereas the MLERV1 elements, as we
previously reported [42] can be divided into 3 distinct subfamilies separated by long branches,
with MLERV1_2 and MLERV1_3 being closer to each other and more distant from FcERV_γ6
Fig 3. Dating individual proviral insertions based on LTR-LTR divergence. (a) Age distribution of proviral insertions inferred from LTR-LTR divergence.
The y axis shows the number of insertions for each age class binned in MY on the x axis. Each ERV family is shown as bars of different colors. (b) Evidence
of ‘gene’ conversion between 5’ and 3’ LTR of the same provirus. Four LTR trees are shown for four pairs of orthologous proviruses shared byM. lucifugus
(MLERV) andM. brandtii (MBERV). Each maximum likelihood tree was built from a multiple alignment of the 5’ and 3’ LTRs from each provirus rooted with a
non-orthologous LTR fromM. lucifugus (also illustrated in S2 Fig). The support for each node as determined with an approximate likelihood ratio test (aLRT)
is shown. The fact that 5’ and 3’ LTR from the same provirus tend to group together rather than by species is indicative of gene conversion between the LTRs
along the two species lineages following proviral insertion in their common ancestor.
doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1005279.g003
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than MLERV1_1 (Fig 4). These data are consistent with a scenario whereby the FcERV_γ6
family was amplified from a single infectious progenitor, while MLERV1 elements might have
originated from at least three distinct infectious progenitors.
Selection analysis on coding sequences reveal different amplification
dynamics
To further explore the history of the FcERV_γ6 and MLERV1 families, we next turn to an anal-
ysis of selection regimes that have acted on their coding sequences during their amplification.
Such analysis can help discern whether ERVs have spread primarily through reinfection or ret-
rotransposition events because the latter mechanism, which is strictly intracellular, is predicted
to be associated with the loss of envelope function. Indeed, the envelope protein binds to host
cell membrane receptor to promote virion entry in the host cell and therefore is required for
most retroviral infection [5]. Thus, proviruses that originate from infection events should show
evidence of functional constraint on envelope domains [75,76], Magiorkinis:2012gy}. To per-
form this analysis, we used all MLERV1 (n = 30) and cat FcERV_γ6 (n = 43) proviruses with
complete (or nearly complete) coding capacity. Given that only 2 proviral MPERV1 copies
could be identified, we did not perform selection analysis for this family.
To evaluate how natural selection may have constrained the different coding regions of
MLERV1 and FcERV_γ6, we computed the dN/dS ratio (ω) applying the branch model imple-
mented in PAML, where dN denotes the non-synonymous substitution rate and dS denotes
the synonymous substitution rate, along the branches of the phylogeny of FcERV_γ6 and
Fig 4. Phylogenetic analysis of MLERV1, FcERV_γ6, MPERV1 families. Amaximum likelihood phylogenetic tree built from a multiple alignment of 3’ LTR
sequences of 75 proviruses. The support for each node as determined with an approximate likelihood ratio test is shown. Information on the species origin as
well as the presence/absence of envelope sequence is labeled at each node. Two independent losses of envelope by deletion are highlighted.
doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1005279.g004
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MLERV1 elements for each of their predicted coding domains [77]. ω values significantly
smaller than 1 are indicative of purifying selection acting to maintain a functional protein
sequence, while ω values not significantly different from 1 are indicative of neutral evolution or
relaxed functional constraint. To test for significant deviation of ω from 1, we apply a likeli-
hood ratio test [78].
Within the FcERV_γ6 family, the analysis reveals that purifying selection has acted on all
coding domains (ω value ranging from ~0.6 to ~0.9, p< 0.05), with the notable exception of
Gag matrix and envelope domains (Fig 5A). The ω value is not significantly different from 1
(neutral evolution) for the Gag matrix domain (Gag_MA). Besides, all but nine of the 43
FcERV_γ6 proviruses lack an envelope domain (TLV_coat). The nine copies that have retained
a recognizable envelope domain occupy basal branches in the phylogeny (Fig 4) and have
orthologs in the tiger genome suggesting that they predate the envelope-less copies (S1 Table).
Furthermore, 29 of the 43 FcERV_γ6 proviruses examined, including all cat-specific copies,
share the same deletion breakpoint removing most of envelope gene (Fig 5B). These data sug-
gest that FcERV_γ6 copies potentially coding an envelope were inserted prior to the speciation
of cat and tiger (~10.8 MYA), while copies integrated more recently lacked the envelope
domain. In addition, the envelope open reading frames of these nine ancient FcERV_γ6 ele-
ments accumulated multiple indels or missense substitutions. Thus, none of the FcERV_γ6
Fig 5. Selection analysis on coding domains. (a) dN/dS ratio (ω) of each coding domain in FcERV_γ6, MLERV1_2 and MLERV1_3. MA, CA, PRO, RT,
RH, INT and TM denote matrix, capsid, aspartyl protease, reverse transcriptase, RnaseH, integrase and envelope transmembrane domain, respectively.
Asterisks denote the level of significance of departure fromω = 1 (likelihood ratio test, see Methods) with * = p<0.05; ** = p<0.01; *** = p<0.001. NS = not
significant (p>0.05); NA = not applicable (domain deleted). (b) Shared breakpoints at the site of envelope deletion in a subset of FcERV_γ6 elements. A
schematic of the prototypical proviral coding regions showing the approximate position of the envelope deletion in 29 FcERV_γ6 elements marked with blue
triangles in Fig 4 and (below) an alignment with a subset of envelope-containing FcERV_γ6 elements, showing that they share the same deletion
breakpoints. These data indicate that these 29 elements likely arose from amplification of a progenitor copy that had suffered a large deletion in the envelope
region.
doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1005279.g005
Cross-Species Transmission and Differential Fate of an ERV
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elements in the cat genome appear to have retained a functional envelope domain. These data
suggest that FcERV_γ6 rapidly lost its infectious capacity in the cat lineage but has continued
to amplify primarily via retrotransposition amplified primarily via retrotransposition.
By contrast, selection analysis suggests that the MLERV1 family has experienced a more
complex amplification history. We focused our analysis on the MLERV1_2 and MLERV1_3
subfamilies because they are the two best-supported monophyletic subfamilies with sufficient
number of proviruses to draw solid conclusions. First, we observe that generally the signature
of purifying selection is more pronounced on the bat elements than on the cat elements, as
indicated by much lower ω values (Fig 5A). The only exception is the Gag matrix domain of
the MLERV1_3 subfamily, which exhibits relatively higher ω value (ω = 0.67, p = 0.02) (Fig
5A). In addition, all MLERV1_3 elements appear to have lost their envelope domain through
the same deletion event (Fig 4). This pattern contrasts with elements within the MLERV1_2
subfamily, for which all coding domains, including envelope, have evolved under strong purify-
ing selection during the spread of these elements (ω from 0.15 to 0.27, p<0.001) (Fig 5A).
These data suggest a scenario whereby MLERV1_3 has amplified primarily by retrotransposi-
tion, while the spread of MLERV1_2 has been driven by multiple infection events.
We also observe that in both FcERV_γ6 and MLERV1_3, the losses of envelope coincided
with the elevation of the dN/dS ratio in their Gag matrix domain (Fig 5A). To evaluate whether
this reflects a loss of function (neutral evolution) or a relaxation of purifying selection, we fur-
ther examined the integrity of open reading frames (ORFs) in each ERV family by computing
the frequency of stop codons and frameshift mutations occurring in each of the domains (see
Methods). Overall the results indicate that the coding integrity of the Gag matrix domains of
FcERV_γ6 and MLERV1_3 elements is not significantly different from that of the other ERV
subfamilies or that of the other protein domains (S4 Fig). These results suggest that the Gag
matrix domain is not dispensable for retrotransposition, as previously demonstrated function-
ally for IAP elements [79], but appears to evolve faster in retrotransposing ERVs.
Discussion
Cross-ordinal transmission of a mammalian retrovirus
Until recently, most retroviral CST events that have been documented rigorously have impli-
cated closely related species [6,9], suggesting that the phylogenetic distance between species is
an important determinant of the host range of a retrovirus [7,29]. Indeed, many previous stud-
ies have illustrated how the divergence of host cellular factors that either facilitate or restrict
viral replication can modulate the host range of a virus [80–82]. The systematic analysis of ret-
roviruses fossilized in the genome as ERVs is progressively revealing a more nuanced picture
whereby some retroviruses appear to have been capable to infect widely diverged species (i.e.
belonging to different orders) without seemingly much changes occurring in their own
sequences. Recent large-scale pylogenomics analyses have suggested that cross-order transmis-
sion may actually be fairly common for some groups of retroviruses, including gammaretro-
viruses [19,20,34] and IAP betaretroviruses [33]. While these studies disclosed phylogenetic
patterns suggestive of multiple CST events, they did not explicitly rule out alternative hypothe-
ses, such as vertical persistence and stochastic loss of the ERV in some lineages, and thus they
generally await confirmation through more detail analyses such as the one presented here.
Our study provides multiple lines of evidence supporting the notion that a gammaretrovirus
infiltrated independently the germline of bat, cat and pangolin species representing three mam-
malian orders (Chiroptera, Carnivora, Pholidota, respectively). First, elements found in these
species display a level of nucleotide sequence similarity (~85%) along their entire length that is
comparable to that observed between closely related retroviruses that have undergone very
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recent CST (such as SIVcpz and HIV-1). Such a level of sequence similarity between ERVs
inhabiting species diverged by ~85 MYA [54] is incompatible with a scenario of vertical
descent from an ERV inherited from their common ancestor. The CST hypothesis is also bol-
stered by the highly discontinuous taxonomic distribution of this particular ERV family. Out
of 107 mammal species for which whole genome assemblies are publicly available, we could
only detect members of this ERV family in vespertilionid bats, felids and pangolin, but not in
several species representing related mammal families (6 additional Chiroptera species from 4
families and 7 additional Carnivora species from 5 families). Thus, a scenario evoking a single
introduction of this ERV family in the common ancestor of bats, cats and pangolins followed
by vertical inheritance would necessitate at least 5 independent losses (Fig 1B) to account for
its current taxonomic distribution. A more parsimonious scenario is that this ERV family was
acquired horizontally and independently in each of the three species lineages where it is cur-
rently detected. It is also possible that the ancestral retrovirus infected other species but failed
to endogenize in their genomes, or it could also be that additional species lineages hosted this
ERV family but have gone extinct. Finally, our estimation of the dates at which these elements
first entered their host genomes, which relies on two independent approaches (cross-species
comparison of orthologous ERV loci and LTR-LTR divergence), converges to a bracket of 13 to
25 MYA, which far postdates the divergence of their host species (~85 MYA). Together these
data indicate that a progenitor gammaretrovirus infiltrated the germlines of ancestral vesperti-
lionid bat, felid and pangolin species.
It is conceivable that this retrovirus could have transferred directly between these ancestral
species because their geographic distribution likely overlapped in Eurasia during the estimated
period of initial ERV infiltration (~13–25 MYA) [61,62,83]. Given that cats are known to prey
on both bats [84–87] and pangolins [88], a direct transfer from bat or pangolin to cat is plausi-
ble. Indeed, predation has been put forward as the most likely explanation for the spillover of
bat lyssaviruses (rabies) into domestic cats [89]. On the other end, both bats and pangolins are
capable of surviving a cat attack, which makes the transfer from predator to prey conceivable
as well. Nonetheless, multiple lines of evidence indicate that MLERV1 colonized these bat
genomes more recently (Figs 2 and 3), which may suggest a CST from cat to bat. Furthermore,
we cannot rule out that one or several intermediate hosts were involved in the introduction of
the retrovirus in these species.
Repeated transition from retrovirus to retrotransposon
Our data suggest that, shortly after infiltration of the felid genome, FcERV_γ6 lost the capacity
to infect cells and transformed into a retrotransposon. Envelope domain remnants are only
found in the basal branches in their phylogeny, and all the FcERV_γ6 elements amplified in
the domestic cat lineage clearly derive from a progenitor that lacked coding capacity for a func-
tional envelope protein (Figs 4 and 5B). Together these data suggest that FcERV_γ6 lost its
infectious capability soon after it became endogenous, but continued to propagate by retrotran-
sposition, much like the IAP elements in the mouse genome [90,91]. Coincided with the enve-
lope loss, we found gag matrix domain evolves at a relaxed rate in FcERV_γ6 family. A recent
study showed that a FcERV_γ6 insertion in the KIT gene currently segregating in domestic cats
is responsible for the “Dominant White” and white spotting pigmentation phenotypes [92],
which supports our findings that some FcERV_γ6 insertion activity is very recent and likely
ongoing. Interestingly, the FcERV_γ6 element inserted at the KIT locus lacks envelope domain
and clusters with other recently active FcERV_γ6 copies in our phylogenetic analysis (Fig 4).
Collectively these data suggest that FcERV_γ6 has morphed into a successful retrotransposon
that may still be active in the domestic cat.
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In contrast to FcERV_γ6, the sequence diversity and phylogenetic structure of MLERV1 ele-
ments in the vesper bat genomes are indicative of a more complex amplification history charac-
terized by a mixture of retrotransposition and reinfection events. Our phylogenetic analysis
delineates at least three highly diverged MLERV1 subfamilies. The separation between three
subfamilies suggested that this family stemmed from at least three related infectious progeni-
tors independently, which is conceivable considering the independent introduction of multiple
HIV-1 strains in human population [93]. Furthermore, selection analyses suggest that different
subfamilies have adopted different evolutionary trajectories. The MLERV1_2 subfamily is
characterized by a signature of intense purifying selection acting on all coding regions through-
out the whole clade (Fig 5A). These data strongly suggest that elements within that subfamily
have retained their infectious capacities for extended period of time and most likely spread pri-
marily through reinfection events. It is even possible that MLERV1_2 is still active and infec-
tious: most insertions are very recent (Fig 2 and S1 Table) and at least one copy (MLERV1.80)
contains apparently full-length and intact gag, pol, and env genes.
The MLERV1_3 subfamily appears to have followed a different evolutionary path whereby
the divergence of the elements was accompanied by a strong signature of purifying selection in
all coding regions with the notable exception of the Gag matrix domain which has been evolv-
ing faster than other domains (Fig 5A) and the envelope domain which was apparently deleted
altogether. This selection pattern resembles that of FcERV_γ6 and is indicative of proliferation
primarily via retrotransposition as opposed to reinfection. Consistent with this hypothesis and
the so-called superspreader model [33], the MLERV1_3 family has been by far the most suc-
cessful at spreading duringMyotis evolution: it has the highest copy number, including many
species-specific insertions (Table 1).
Interestingly, none of the 29 MLERV1 elements identified in the big brown bat E. fuscus
belong to the MLERV1_3 subfamily. This is consistent with the idea that the MLERV1_3 sub-
family originated after the split of Eptesicus-Myotis split ~25 MYA and amplified during the
diversification of theMyotis lineage. At present it remains unclear whether the MLERV1 ele-
ments present in E. fuscus andMyotis descend from element(s) introduced in their common
ancestor or if they result from independent acquisition of the same retrovirus. On the one hand,
the observation that both E. fuscus andMyotis harbor elements from two diverged subfamilies
may be interpreted as evidence that these subfamilies descend from a single progenitor ERV
acquired in the common ancestor of these species. On the other hand, the fact that none of the
MLERV1 insertions are shared (orthologous) between E. fuscus and any of the 3Myotis genomes
(Fig 2) and that none of the provirus insertions dated in any of these bat species appear older
than 13 MY (considerably less than the estimated divergence between the two genera, 25 MYA)
(Fig 3) supports a scenario of multiple, independent acquisition. This scenario, while requiring at
least two CST events, is conceivable because Eptesicus andMyotis bats likely occupied a widely
overlapping geographic distribution at the estimated time of MLERV1 invasions [62] and these
congeners are currently known to frequently come into contact within the same roost [94,95].
Regardless of the origin of MLERV1, the data summarized above illustrate how the same
retrovirus has infiltrated widely diverged mammals and transitioned multiple times (at least
twice: FcERV_γ6 and MLERV1_3) from an infectious pathogen to a genomic parasite (i.e. a
retrotransposon). The biological factors and sequence of events underlying such transition
remain poorly understood. In a seminal study, Ribet et al. showed that the loss of envelope
gene combined to the gain of an endoplasmic reticulum targeting signal were apparently suffi-
cient for an infectious progenitor of the mouse IAP elements to turn into a highly active retro-
transposon [79]. Magiorkinis et al. [33] have extended this paradigm and proposed that the
passive loss of envelope lead ERVs to become “superspreaders” in the genome. Through a
study of IAP-like elements across a wide range of species, these authors observed that
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envelope-less elements generally achieve much higher copy numbers than those maintaining a
functional envelope. Our results support this model. First, envelope-less FcERV_γ6 elements
have proliferated to high copy numbers in the domestic cat (n = 832) and tiger (n = 730). In
addition, in the bats the only subfamily of MLERV1 elements that has attained similarly high
copy number is MLERV1_3, which conspicuously lack a functional envelope gene (Fig 5).
MLERV1_3 elements have generated many species-specific insertions consistently outnumber-
ing the MLERV1_2 subfamily, which appears to have spread primarily by reinfection (659 vs.
14 inM. lucifugus genome, 350 vs. 12 inM. brandtii and 331 vs. 19 inM. davidii) (Fig 2). Thus,
our study is consistent with the notion that the loss of infectious capacity correlates with ERV
expansion by retrotransposition, as proposed previously for the rodent IAP families [33,79].
One important difference is that the shift between infection and retrotransposition in the
MERV1 family was apparently accompanied by little changes in the sequence of MLERV1 ele-
ments. Indeed, members of the MLERV1_2 and MLERV1_3 subfamilies diverge by ~15–20%
in their RT domain nucleotide sequences with Kimura correction. By comparison, infecting
and retrotransposing IAP subfamilies diverge more substantially (~65% in RT domain). Thus
our findings suggest that the transition between the two modes of ERV amplification can occur
relatively fast during ERV evolution.
Does host biology affect ERV proliferation?
An intriguing finding of this study is that the same or very similar retrovirus was endogenized
in three different mammalian hosts, but followed quite different evolutionary trajectories in
the three species lineages. In the pangolin lineage, the ERV family failed to amplify (only 2
detectable copies) and was essentially ‘dead-on-arrival’. In the cat lineage, the ERV progenitor
apparently lost its infectious capacity shortly after endogenization and subsequently amplified
to high copy numbers by retrotransposition through an extended period of time ranging from
at least 10 MYA (256 insertions orthologous in cat and tiger) to modern times (KIT insertion
segregating in domestic cats). Meanwhile, in the bat lineage, the ERV followed a more complex
evolutionary path characterized by multiple episodes of reinfection, and at least one burst of
amplification by retrotransposition. These observations beg the question whether the loss of
infectious capacity of an ERV and its conversion to a retrotransposon is a purely stochastic pro-
cess, largely owing to the stochastic mutation of gag matrix and loss of envelope functions, or
possibly the characteristics of different proviral ancestors, or if it can be influenced by some
biological characteristics of the host species? For instance, it has been recently reported that the
level of endogenous retroviral activity may be partly governed by host body size [96]. The pat-
tern of sustained reinfection of MLERV1 in the bat lineage is particularly intriguing in light of
the growing appreciation that bats seem to frequently act as reservoir for viruses otherwise
lethal to other mammals [35,39]. The reasons for bats’ propensity to support high and diverse
loads of viral pathogens are poorly understood, but it is thought that some physiological (e.g.
immunopathological tolerance) and/or ecological features (e.g. flight, roosting) allow these ani-
mals to tolerate higher level of viral replication and/or facilitate viral transmission [39,97,98].
By the same token, it is tempting to speculate that the same properties might predispose bats to
support higher level of ERV reinfection compared to other mammals such as cats. However,
we only investigated one ERV family in three mammal species here. It is possible that
MLERV1 is just a unique ERV family in bat genome, and overall the ERV replication in bats is
not significantly different from other mammals. Testing this hypothesis will necessitate a more
systematic examination of the amplification dynamics of ERVs in a wide range of mammals to
assess whether the tendency toward maintenance of infectious capacity is a general trademark
of bats or possibly other groups of mammals.
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Methods
Initial detection of CST events involving MLERVs
Nucleotide sequences of all RVT_1 domains of previously identified MLERVs [1,42] were used
as queries to search the whole genome sequence database from the National Center for Bio-
technology Information (NCBI) using default MegaBLAST parameters [99]. An 80% similarity
over 80% region was used as filter to exclude non-specific hits.
Identification of complete proviruses, putative full-length ERVs and solo
LTRs
Complete MLERV1 and FcERV_γ6 proviruses in theM. lucifugus and cat genomes were collected
from previous publications [42,49]. To ensure we only considered elements from these families,
we only retained elements with 80% nucleotide similarity to another family member, a procedure
which resulted in the exclusion of the FcERV_γ6_46 copy from the FcERV_γ6 family (S3 Fig).
To identify complete proviruses in other vesper bat genomes, the RVT_1 domain sequence
of MLERV1.71 inM. lucifugus was used as query in blastn search of theM. brandtii,M. davidii
and E. fuscus genome assemblies available in NCBI. In parallel, we applied LTRharvest [100]
and LTRdigest [101] as described previously [42] to identify all putative proviruses in each of
the three bat genome assemblies. We then used BEDTools to intersect the coordinates of
RVT_1 domain blastn hits with that of the candidate proviruses [102]. All the candidate provi-
ruses intersecting with a MLERV1 RVT_1 hit were ‘manually’ inspected to refine their termini
and confirm their identity as members of the MLERV1 family.
To comprehensively retrieve all proviruses and solo LTRs related to the FcERV_γ6/
MLERV1/MPERV1 families in each of their respective genomes, we run RepeatMasker [103]
with default setting and a custom repeat library with representitives from all MLERV1/
MPERV1/FcERV_γ6 subfamilies against each genome assembly. The RepeatMasker output
was then parsed using script parse_RMout_count_solo_and_full.pl to produce bed files of all
complete solo LTRs and full length ERVs. We define a complete solo LTR as a sequence match-
ing the LTR with missing less than 150 bp at their 5’ termini and missing less than 10 bp at
their 3’ termini. We identified elements as putative proviruses those delimited by two LTRs in
the same orientation separated by 3 kb to 10 kb of intervening sequence. Manual inspection of
a subset of putative proviruses identified by this approach confirmed that most contained typi-
cal ERV coding sequences, though frequently interrupted by large sequence/assembly gaps.
The LTR libraries and PERL scripts used for these analyses have been deposited on Github
(https://github.com/xzhuo/orthologusLTR.git).
In the pangolin genome, our initial MEGAblast search yielded only 2 significant hits to the
MLERV1 RVT_1 domain, but many more related ERVs could be retrieved using the RT
domain from these two initial hits in reiterative blast searches against the pangolin genome
assembly. To examine the relationship of these RT elements to each other and to the MLERV1
and FcERV_γ6 families, we conducted a phylogenetic analysis using the Maximum Likelihood
package PhyML3.1 with the GTR+Γmodel [104]. The resulting tree (S3 Fig) revealed that only
the two initial hits clustered with FcERV_γ6/MLERV1 and were considered part of the
MPERV1 family. The other elements form a distinct family we called MPERV2. MPERV1 and
MPERV2 elements share less than 80% nucleotide sequence similarity in their coding regions,
but still retain substantial level of sequence similarity in their LTRs. Thus, to correctly estimate
the number of solo LTRs for the MPERV1 family, we had to examine their position on a phylo-
genetic tree of LTRs (S5 Fig). Using this approach, 27 solo LTRs could be assigned to the
MPERV1 family in the pangolin genome assembly (as reported in Table 1). Because MPERV2
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was much more distantly related to FcERV_γ6 and MLERV1 (<80% sequence similarity), we
did not analyze further MPERV2 in this study. Reference sequences for MPERV1 and
MPERV2 have been deposited in Repbase [48].
All identified ERVs are available as bed format (S1 File).
Sliding window pairwise similarity calculation
To generate the sliding window analysis shown in Fig 1A, we used MUSCLE [105] to align the
nucleotide sequence for three pairs of proviruses: MLERV1_77 vs. FcERV_γ6_62;
FcERV_γ6_62 v.s MPERV1_ltr106; SIVcpz(AF115393) vs. HIV-1(NC_001802) and used SEA-
VIEW [106] to manually adjust each alignment. Each pairwise alignment was then split into
300 bp windows with step size 50bp (i.e. = 170 segments for the MLERV1_77 vs. FcERV_γ6_62
alignment) and the percentage of sequence similarity was computed and corrected using
kimura 2 parameter model for each window [107].
ERV orthologous loci identification
Orthologous ERV loci were detected similarly as we described previously [42]. Briefly, we used
the Perl script extract_flanking_fasta.pl to extract 200 bp at both ends of each query element
along with 200 bp of flanking sequences. The output file is then used as query in a batch blastn
search against the target genome assembly with default parameters. The csv format blast output
is then parsed using orthoblast_finder.pl to pair 5’ end hits with 3’end hits. Finally, the paired
hits output was parsed using the script final_annotation.pl to infer the presence/absence of
each element in the target genome. All these perl scripts were deposited on Github (https://
github.com/xzhuo/orthologusLTR.git).
Estimation of individual provirus insertions using LTR–LTR divergence
Sequence divergence between 5’ and 3’ LTRs from the same provirus was computed as previ-
ously described [42]. To infer insertion dates from LTR divergence of MLERV1 and FcERV_γ6
elements, we used previously estimated lineage-specific neutral substitution rates of 2.7 × 10−9
yr-1 [69] and 1.8 × 10−9 yr-1 [44] for the vespertilionid and felid lineages respectively. Since no
substitution rate has yet been estimated for the pangolin lineage, we used the ‘average’ mammal
neutral substitution rate of 2.2 × 10−9 yr-1 [70] to infer the age of MPERV1 insertions.
Phylogenetic analysis
The maximum-likelihood phylogenies presented for LTR sequences were built using
PhyML3.1 and the support for each node is determined with an approximate likelihood ratio
test [108]. The multiple alignment of LTR sequences was constructed using MUSCLE and
PRANK with default nucleotide parameters and manually adjusted using SEAVIEW
[105,106,109]. Nucleotide substitution model was chosen using AIC criterion in jmodelt-
est2.1.6 [110] (GTR + Γ). Dendroscope 3 was used for tree visualization [111].
Selection and integrity analysis on coding domains
ERV coding regions were predicted using HMMER3 in all 6 reading frames [112] to delineate
Gag_MA (matrix), Gag_p30 (capsid), RVP (protease), RVT_1 (reverse transcriptase), RnaseH,
rve (integrase) and TLV_coat (envelope transmembrane domain) domains in MLERV1,
FcERV_γ6 and MPERV1 proviruses. A multiple codon alignment was generated for each set of
coding domains using MUSCLE and manually adjusted with SEAVIEW [106]. The program
codeml from the PAML4.8 package [77] was used to estimate dN/dS ratio with branch
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model = 2. A maximum likelihood phylogeny of the LTR sequences was used as the guide tree
in codeml. To test for purifying selection on each coding domain, we calculated the control lnL
value by running codeml with ω fixed to 1. Then likelihood ratio test was performed as sug-
gested by PAML to test if ω is significantly different from 1 [78].
Coding region integrity was assessed by calculating the frequency of stop codon or frame-
shift indels per codon. We calculated the total length of each domain in every subfamily, and
counted the occurrence of stop codon and frameshift indels. The mean frequency and 95%
confidence interval is calculated using the Poisson distribution [113].
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CHAPTER 4




Transposable elements (TEs) comprise about half of a typical mammal genome. Among
all TEs, endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) are unique in that they are derived from infectious
retroviruses and their evolutionary history are featured by frequent cross-species transmis-
sion. More intriguingly, there are several recent studies suggesting that ERVs are more
likely to be co-opted by host than other TEs. However, it is still unclear how their unique
amplification mechanism and tendency of being adapted would affect ERV evolution. On
the other hand, most TEs in mammalian genomes including ERVs are heavily methylated
at CpG sites, which mutates at a much higher rate than other sites via spontaneous
deamination. Here we established a new method and statistical framework to analyze ERV
evolution dynamics in vertebrates by separating CpG site mutations from non-CpG site
mutations. With this method we can easily screen interesting ERV families (actively moving
or potentially adapted) in any reference genome without experimental data. By applying
our method to human genome we distinguished hypomethylated (LTR12C, MER57E3)
ERV families which can act as enhancer or promoter. we also separated HERV under-
went reinfection (HERVK-HML2). We subsequently applied our method to mouse genome
which hosts many more active moving ERVs, and currently hyperactive ERVs stand out in
our analysis. Finally, we applied it to 40-plus vertebrate genomes and uncovered several
potentially infectious new ERVs. We also found many more ERVs or LTR retrotransposons
that might undergo reinfection or germline hypomethylation in several reptilian (alligator,
sea turtle) genomes. Our finding illustrated the variability among different ERV families
with in a genome, and variability among different vertebrates in their ERV dynamics.
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4.2 Introduction
Transposable elements (TEs) constitute about half of a typical mammal genome. They
are classified into class I retrotransposon and class II DNA transposon. With exception
of vesper bats (family vespertilionidae),1 the repetitive landscape of all known mammals
are mostly constituted by retrotransposons.2 Retrotransposon can be further divided into
non-LTR retrotransposon and LTR retrotransposons.
None-LTR retrotransposons include autonomous long interspersed elements (LINEs)
and nonautonomous short interspersed elements (SINEs) and make up about 80% of repet-
itive sequence in both human and mouse genomes. They evolve continuously in most of
mammalians but rarely transmit cross species.
Endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) account for a sizeable fraction of vertebrate genomes,
for instance, 5-10% of diverse mammalian genomes thus far analyzed.3 In contrast to LINEs
and SINEs, ERV evolution in mammals often features continuous cross-species transmission
(CST) between distinct hosts.4–7 ERV’s distinct evolutionary history is probably stemmed
from their infectious retroviral origin. Retroviruses are unique among animal viruses in
that they are obligated to integrate their genome in the host cell chromosome as provirus
for their replication.8 When retroviruses infect the germline, the integrated proviruses
become inheritable vertically, which opens the door for their spread and fixation in the
host population as mendelian alleles.9
Cytosine methylation plays a critical role in gene regulation. It is well known that TEs
are heavily methylated at CpG sites of their nucleotide sequence in vertebrates.10 Because
of the frequent spontaneous deamination of methylated cytosines,11 the evolution of TE
sequences, which generally follows a universal neutral rate after their integration in the
genome,12 is characterized by an elevated transition rate at CpG sites.13 Therefore, if we
estimate transition rate at CpG sites and at non-CpG sites among copies derived from a
single ancestor (copies belongs to the same subfamily), we should find the former rate much
higher.
Indeed, Xing et al. measured CpG sites and non-CpG sites substitution density of
different Alu subfamilies in human genome and found their dynamics can be explained by
non-linear CpG decay and a universal CpG/non-CpG mutation ratio.14
However, spontaneous deamination only occurs to hypermethylated region in host genome.
As to hypomethylated region, the difference between CpG and non-CpG transition rates
would be much smaller. In addition, it has also been found that hypomethylation is also
associated with regulatory elements in vertebrates (enhancers and promoters) (more refs
here).15 Therefore, if a significant fraction of a particular TE subfamily are co-opted as
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regulatory elements, the substitution rate difference between CpG and non-CpG of this
subfamily could be smaller. On the other hand, during TE replication process, retrotrans-
posons replicated their copies through reverse transcription, which is known to be error
prone and should not be affected by cytosine methylation. We suspect that despite the
human Alu elements could be described by the smooth nonlinear decay model,14 other TEs
especially some ERV families that have complex evolutionary history or were adapted as
regulatory network may have a different mutation spectra. Now with many more genomes
sequenced and TE annotated, we decided to conduct a comprehensive analysis to explore
mutation spectra of all TE subfamilies in different hosts.
Here we characterized substitution density at CpG sites and non-CpG sites of all TE
subfamilies in 44 vertebrate genomes. In agreement with Xing et al.,14 we found that
the relationship between CpG substitution and non-CpG substitution of SINEs and LINEs
of different ages can be largely explained by the decay of CpG sites in most of genomes.
However, among different ERV subfamilies we found substantial variation that cannot be
explained by the age associated CpG decay alone. Our finding illustrated that unlike
non-LTR retrotransposons, which are generally hypermethylated and evolve uniformly,
different ERV subfamilies evolve differently: they replicate through different paths and
are differentially methylated. We also identified several distinct ERV subfamilies that are
hypomethylated or accumulated excessive mutations during active mobilization.
4.3 Result
4.3.1 HERV is distinct from LINE and SINE
in their mutation pattern
We begin our analysis with human genome. We constructed a multiple sequences
alignment for each TE subfamily annotated in the human genome, and estimated their
consensus sequences applying majority rule and used it as the ancestral sequence of family
(details in method section). To compare the mutation rate difference between CpG sites
and non-CpG sites, we only counted C-to-T transition for both CpG and non-CpG sites
for each consensus-sequence pair. Since it has been documented that retrotransposons are
the primary target of APOBEC deaminases which specifically induce C-to-U transitions
in antisense single-stranded DNA and cause an excess of G-to-A transition in the sense
strand of retrotransposon sequences16 17,18 we intentionally excluded G-to-A transition in
our calculation to avoid potential APOBEC-driven mutations.
The copy number of TE families varies greatly within human genome. There are
some Alu subfamilies with millions of copies scattered in our genome, and there are other
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subfamilies with only a few copies. To detect any systematic bias caused by copy number
difference in our method, we repeatedly sampled 10, 30, 100, 300, and 1000 full length
copies from AluSz6 subfamily 100 times to simulate TE families with different sizes and
calculated C to T transition rate at both CpG and non-CpG sites with the method we
described above (Figure 4.1). As expected, we found that the variation of low copy number
subfamilies are larger than of high copy number subfamilies in the simulation. However,
our simulation also illustrated that the C-T transition rate at non-CpG sites are inflated
(shifted right in the plot) when the family size is low (Figure 4.1a). We suspect that
our ancestor sequence estimation was impaired in small subfamilies by elevated mutation
rate at CpG sites (CpG sites in ancestor sequence could be wrongly predicted as CpA by
the majority rule consensus). Therefore, we excluded predicted CpA sites from estimated
consensus sequence and repeated the sample simulation. Indeed, the distribution of C-T
transition at both CpG and non-CpG sites of different sized subfamilies centered together
in our plot with estimated ancestral CpA sites excluded (Figure 4.1b). Our simulation with
different sized TE subfamilies indicates that by excluding predicted CpA sites in consensus
we can unbiasedly compare C-T transition of different TE subfamilies. All the subsequence
analysis excluded CpA sites in consensus, and we restricted our analysis to TE subfamilies
with at least 30 full-length copies to minimize fluctuation caused by small sample size.
We next generated a scatterplot of C-to-T transition rates at CpG and non-CpG sites
for each TE subfamily in the human genome (Figure 4.2). As we expected, the distribution
of Alu elements in the plot indicates an elevated transition rate at CpG sites and it
recapitulated the results previously described by Xing et al.14 The distribution of LINE-1
(L1) elements and DNA transposons were very similar to that of Alu elements. By contrast,
the distribution of Human Endogenous Retrovirus (HERV) subfamilies show a much more
dispersed distribution. In particular, there are multiple HERV subfamilies located at the
lower right side of the Alu distribution characterized by low transition rates at CpG sites
and high transition rate at non-CpG sites, which are described as low CpG/non-CpG ratio
by us (Figure 4.2). To statistically distinguish HERV subfamilies with low CpG/non-CpG
ratio from other TEs, we modified the function previously defined by Xing et al. for Alu
elements14 to describe the relationship between CpG transition and non-CpG transition
of all non-ERV TE families, and estimated the 95% predication interval of the function
using the delta method.19 We also estimated the exact 95% confidence interval of HERV
mutation rate assuming mutation as a Poisson process (corrected with FDR).20,21 Using
the statistical threshold defined above, we identified 13 HERV subfamilies with significantly
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lower CpG/nonCpG ratio. Using the same statistics, there were no HERV subfamily with
significantly higher CpG/nonCpG ratio.
4.3.2 Germline hypomethylation of 5 out of the 13 HERV
subfamilies with low CpG/non-CpG ratio
All the TE substitutions we observed there among TE copies in human genome arose ei-
ther before integration during TE amplification, or after integration along with our genome.
We found 13 HERV subfamilies with low CpG/non-CpG ratio, and we want to further
investigate whether the low CpG/non-CpG ratio is contributed by mutations before in-
tegration or mutations after integration. Sequence difference between paralogs within a
genome includes both before and after integration mutations, but the difference between
orthologus copies from different species can only arose after TE integration. Therefore,
we extracted orthologus TE pairs of human and chimpanzee of the 13 HERV subfamilies
with low CpG/non-CpG ratio along with an Alu subfamily of comparable age (AluSc8), and
calculated after integration CpG/non-CpG ratio (see methods for ratio calculation) between
orthologs (Figure 4.3). We found the after integration CpG/non-CpG ratio of five (LTR12C,
LTR12E, LTR6A, LTR6B, MER57E3) of the 13 HERV subfamilies are significantly lower
than the AluSc8 subfamily, while the ratio of the other 8 of them are not lower than AluSc8.
That includes LTR5 Hs, LTR7, and LTR7Y, or which CpG/non-CpG ratio is actually higher
than AluSc8.
The high mutation rate at CpG sites is driven by cytosine hypermethylation. We next
sought to examine whether the relatively low CpG/non-CpG ratio characterizing these
HERV subfamilies identified above might be caused by an exceptional resistance of these
elements to cytosine methylation in the human germline. To examine this, we analyzed
the level of CpG methylation of all the 13 HERV subfamilies in human mature sperm and
spermatogonial stem cells using a single base-pair resolution map of cytosine methylation
previously generated by genome bisulfite sequencing.22 As a comparison, we also analyzed
the level of CpG methylation of an Alu subfamily of comparable age (AluSc8) in the same
dataset. The results showed that 5 out of the 13 HERV subfamilies (LTR12C, LTR12E,
LTR6A, LTR6B and MER57E3) display lower methylation level than the Alu subfamily or
the other ERV subfamilies (Figure 4.4). The methylation level of these 5 HERV subfamilies
is consistent with the observation that their human-chimp CpG/non-CpG ratio is lower
than hypermethylated TEs, since methylation driven transition only occurs to them after
their integration.
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4.3.3 MER57E3 may act as zinc-finger promoter
in primates
We found MER57E3, a primate specific ERV subfamily, shows strikingly low methylation
level during human spermatogenesis (Figure 4.4). To better understand why this subfamily
is so drastically hypomethylated, we further investigated the location of MER57E3 elements
in human genome. Surprisingly, out of 273 MER57E3 copies we found in hg38 reference
genome, 143 of them locate in the proximal promoter regions (within 1 kb from the transcrip-
tion start site) of refseq genes (Figure 4.5). 124 of them are close to promoter of zinc-finger
(ZNF) genes. The association between MER57E3 with ZNF genes is consistent with the
observation that majority of MER47E3 copies are found in chromosome 19, which hosts huge
clusters of ZNF genes in our genome (Figure 4.5).23 Consistent with previous finding,24–26
The hypomethylation and association with ZNF gene promoter suggests MER57E3 may
be wired as cis-regulatory element in ZNF regulatory network. Intriguingly, it has been
suggested that these ZNF genes in human chromosome 19 act as repressors of ERVs.27 If
the MER57E3 adaptation hypothesis is true, the co-option of one ERV sequence to suppress
other ERVs becomes another case of “fighting fire with fire” in the arms race between host
and parasitic elements.28
4.3.4 Alternative promoter function of LTR12
Different LTR12 subfamilies are associated with HERV9. Recently there are multiple
account reporting LTR12 especially LTR12C providing promoters for different protein
coding genes and lncRNAs in normal tissue, tumor and cell lines.29 It has been shown
that LTR12 drives expression of ZNF80 and ADH1C,30,31 it can also activate downstream
-globin expression by long range interaction.32 In K562 cells, LTR12C is the most enriched
TE drives vlincRNA expression.33 It also regulates expression by long range interaction in
other ENCODE reference cell lines.34 In hepatocellular carcinoma tumors, LTR12C is again
highly activated and drives abnormal ncRNA expression.35 LTR12 might also be adapted to
protect genome integrity in human male germline by driving multiple transcripts expression
(GTAp63 and TNFRSF10B) and inducing apoptosis in response to DNA damage.36,37
There proapoptosis transcripts are silenced in testis cancer cells but can be restored by
HDAC inhibitors.36 It is promising that not only in testis cancer, their expression in other
cancer cells can also be restored by those drugs.38 And that suggests LTR12 is promising
target candidate of epigenetic cancer therapy. Without using any experimental data, we
identified LTR12 as an unusual TE in human genome here, and confirmed that it is
relatively hypomethylated during spermatogenesis by examining published WGBS data.
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Thus, we conclude that our method has the power to identify atypical elements that have
experienced exceptionally low level of CpG methylation in the germline, and efficiently
screen for candidate TE that might be adapted for regulatory function.
4.3.5 HERV families replicated through reinfection
There are eight other HERV subfamilies of which the low CpG/non-CpG ratio cannot
be explained by CpG hypomethylation: their CpG/non-CpG ratio is high if only human-
chimpanzee orthologus pairs are used for calculation, and they are hypermethylated during
spermatogenesis. It suggests that their low CpG/non-CpG ratio is not merely the result of
being hypomethylated in the human germline. These results indicate that these elements
have been subject to CpG methylation since their integration in the genome and that the low
CpG/non-CpG mutation ratio characterizing the intra-subfamily divergence of these ERVs
is not caused by a deficit of transitions at CpG sites, Rather, it is best explained by the
relatively large number of mutations accumulated during replication prior to chromosomal
integration, most likely reflecting a process of reinfection.
Consistent with the idea, seven of the eight outlier HERV families have been previously
described as HERV families having proliferated primarily via reinfection based on the
signature of purifying selection that acted on their envelope domain.39,40 These include the
HERVK(HML2) subfamily (and its associated LTR5 Hs), which has long been suspected
to have spread primarily if not exclusively via reinfection,39,41–43 and HERV-H (LTR7 and
LTR7Y), which amplified via both reinfection and retrotransposition.40 It is interesting that
the orthologus CpG/non-CpG ratio of both HERVK(HML2) and HERV-H are significantly
higher than that of the generic non-LTR retrotransposon (AluSc8), suggesting their methy-
lation level is even higher than common retrotransposons in human genome. Our analysis
of HERVs implies ERV reinfection may lead to excessive replication cycle and excessive
substitution especially in non-LTR context.
4.3.6 Hyperactive ERVs in mouse genome
behave differently from HERVs
The ERV activity has declined substantially in human genome.44 Currently only one
HERV family might still be capable of moving (HERVK-HML2).41 In contrast, multiple
ERV families have been actively moving in mouse lineage (MuERV-L, IAP, MusD/ETn,
etc.), including some ERV families invaded mouse genome recently (MuLV and MMTV).45
With a method that can distinguish germline-hypomethylated or infectious ERVs in human
genome, we applied it to mouse genome which hosts many more active and diverse ERV
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families than human genome does.
We separated and plotted non-CpG and CpG substitution density of different mouse
TEs, and applied the same statistical framework we used for human ERVs to mouse ERVs
(Figure 4.6). With the same criteria, we identified 28 mouse ERV subfamilies of which
have a CpG/non-CpG ratio is significantly lower than of non-LTR retrotransposons. All
of them are mouse specific ERV subfamilies and do not have orthologs in other available
species genome to separately calculate CpG/non-CpG substitution ratio after integration
like we did for HERVs shared by human and chimpanzee. Nonetheless we estimated
their germline methylation using WGBS dataset from mouse spermatogenesis.22 To our
surprise, these mouse ERVs with low CpG/non-CpG ratio are all hypermethylated during
spermatogenesis. The hypermethylation of them implies high mutation rate at CpG sites
after proviral integration, leaving excessive accumulation of non-CpG substitutions before
proviral integration as the best hypothesis (Figure 4.7).
Intriguingly, different from HERVs in human genome, those ERVs accumulated excessive
non-CpG substitutions before integration do not correlate with known infectious ERVs
in mouse genome. There are some infectious mouse ERV showing low CpG/non-CpG
ratio including MuLV and GLN (Figure 4.6). Besides, we identified VL30, a nonau-
tonomous element can become infectious by packing itself within MuLV particles,46 with
a low CpG/non-CpG ratio. Our ability to separate VL30 illustrated the advantage of our
method: we can identify interesting nonautonomous elements without coding capacity.
However, there are some classic noninfecting mouse ERVs revealed by our method as
low CpG/non-CpG ratio, and there are some well-known ERVs with infectious capability
identified as high CpG/non-CpG ratio. For example, mouse intracisternal A-type particle
(IAP) is a successful ERV family without envelope gene and infectious capability. But
their counterpart IAPE (for IAP-related elements containing an envelope domain) have
envelope and thought to be infectious.47,48 In contrast, we found IAP subfamilies with a
low CpG/non-CpG ratio, and IAPE subfamilies with a high CpG/non-CpG ratio. Aside
from IAPs, a large number of ERV subfamilies with low CpG/non-CpG ratio are ETn, which
is noninfectious but hyperactive (Table 4.1). We believe the discrepancy between identified
ERVs with low CpG/non-CpG ratio and known infectious ERV in mouse is because we
are separating ERVs family based on how mutations were accumulated. For instance,
despite the capability to encode an envelope protein and infect other cells, if IAP related
elements containing an envelope (IAPE) did not amplify extensively as exogenous retrovirus
then their mutation pattern may be more similar to non-LTR retrotransposon. On the
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other hand, combining the young age and hyperactivity of IAPs, it is possible that there
is a significant portion of mutations among IAP elements are accumulated during reverse
transcription that drives the overall CpG/non-CpG ratio low. Replication through “random
template model” may also contribute to the low CpG/non-CpG ratio.49
4.3.7 Application to other vertebrate genomes
Having validated the utility of our method in human and mouse genomes, we expanded
our analysis to 42 other vertebrate genomes having a draft genome assembly and a reason-
ably comprehensive TE library. These included 42 mammals, three birds and five non-avian
reptile species (crocodile and turtles). For brevity, we highlight here some of the most
interesting observations gleaned from several of these species.
The analysis of the pig genome recovered another notoriously infectious family, PERV,
which has been extensively characterized for its infectious capacity and the potential risk
that this poses for xenotransplantation of pig organs into humans (Figure 4.8).50 Reassur-
ingly, while many ERV families have been identified in the pig genome, porcine endogenous
retrovirus (PERV) is one of only two our approach detected as candidate infectious element.
The other one is LTR6 ss, which represent a family of lineage specific solitary LTR without
identifiable internal sequence. It is possible that full-length, infectious proviruses from this
family still circulate among domesticated pigs.
The opossum genome was one of the most significantly enriched for ERVs with low
CpG/non-CpG ratio (Figure 4.9). Interestingly, the opossum is also remarkable among
mammals for its vast and diverse ERV population51 as well as its massive lineage-specific
expansion of Kru¨ppel associated box (KRAB) zinc-finger repressors, possibly as an evolu-
tionary response to pervasive ERV infiltration.52 Our results further support this hypothesis
as they suggest that the opossum has a rich collection of ERVs with the signature of recent
infectious activity.
The rhesus macaque genome has also been noted for harboring several recently expanded
ERV families likely introduced via cross-species transmission.53 One of these families, known
as MacERV4 and closely related to Simian Retrovirus 1 (SRV1),54 is characterized by a
very low CpG/nonCpG ratio in our analysis (Figure 4.10). To further characterize the
amplification dynamics of this family in the rhesus genome, we estimated dN/dS employing
PAML dN/dS analysis to assess selective constraint acting on its envelope domain during
its propagation.55 The results reveal a clear signal of purifying selection (dN/dS = 0.38***),
consistent with the idea that MacERV4 spread primarily via reinfection.
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Outside of mammals, we found many more LTR retrotransposons with low CpG/nonCpG
ratio in three reptiles (crocodile, alligator, and turtle). On contrast, the distribution of
non-LTR retrotransposons in these species resembles their mammalian counterpart. We
still know little about ERV and LTR retrotransposon evolution in reptile system and our
data implies they may be very different from mammalian ERVs.
4.4 Discussion
In this study, we described a new method to investigate ERV evolution. We showed that
it is possible to make inference on the replication mode of ERVs by comparing the pattern
of divergence at CpG and non-CpG sites within each subfamily. Compared to other types of
TE such as non-LTR retrotransposons and DNA transposons, we observed that many ERV
families display an atypical pattern of sequence divergence characterized by a relatively
low CpG/non-CpG mutation ratio. Closer inspection of human ERVs revealed that this
atypical substitution pattern can, for some families (LTR12c and MER57E3), be explained
by unusually low levels of CpG methylation in the germline. Their hypomethylation
also suggests their possible adaptation for host cellular regulatory functions. But, for
other families, we found that this pattern does not reflect hypomethylation but rather
the accumulation of mutations acquired prior to endogenization, likely during infectious
cycles of replication. This model is corroborated by the fact that ERVs known to have
spread via reinfection, such as HERVK(HML2). Applying our method to mouse genome,
we found more ERV subfamilies with low CpG/non-CpG ratio in mouse (28 subfamilies)
than in human (5 subfamilies). Different from HERVs, none of these mouse ERVs are
currently hypomethylated during spermatogenesis, leaving the accumulation of excessive
non-CpG substitutions before integration as the only feasible explanation. Some of them
are known infectious ERVs like MuLV and nonautonomous element VL30. But among
those low CpG/non-CpG ERV subfamilies some of them are not known to be infectious.
On the other hand, IAPE, a family with a functional envelope domain and supposed to be
infectious, does not have excessive non-CpG substitutions.
We believe the difference we observed in human and mouse can be explained by the
ERV age difference between these two hosts. In human, most of ERVs inserted our genome
millions of years ago and have accumulated sufficient number of after integration substitu-
tions. However, there are many more mouse ERVs inserted recently and do not have many
after integration substitutions. Therefore, their CpG/non-CpG ratio is much more sensitive.
In fact, we observed that all of these mouse ERVs with low CpG/non-CpG ratio but not
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known to be infectious are highly active in mouse genome.45 Therefore, for relatively aged
ERVs (HERVs in human genome), excessive non-CpG substitutions can be best explained
by reinfection; for recent and current active ERVs (mouse ERVs), rampant intracellular
retrotransposition coupled with “random template model” replication may be enough to
produce enough excessive non-CpG substitutions.
Non-LTR retrotransposons like Alu and B2 elements are very active and achieved
millions of copies. Why their hyperactivity will not result in excessive non-CpG mutations?
We believe that is because within non-LTR retrotransposon subfamilies they replicated
via “strict master model.” Therefore, every copy is just a few replication cycles and
substitutions away from their ancestral master copy. On contrast, we believe most of ERVs
replicated via “random template model,” by which heterogeneity increase substantially
within subfamilies.
Building on these observations, we established a statistical framework to identify ERVs
bearing the signature of reinfection and applied our method to analyze 53 vertebrate
genomes. Our analysis suggests that PERV, which is known to produce infectious viral
particles, is one of at least two ERV families in the pig genome that has spread mostly
via reinfection. The method also identified at least one ERV family in the rhesus macaque
genome that has probably undergone recent episodes of reinfection. But among all the
mammal species examined, it is the opossum that stands out for possibly hosting highest
number of ERV families with a signature of recent infectious activities. Of course, at this
point, we cannot exclude the possibility that the atypical substitution pattern observed for
these ERVs simply reflect their escape from CpG methylation in the germ line. Further
analyses, both experimental and computational, such as selection analysis of envelope
domains, will be necessary to confirm the hypothesis that these elements have primarily
spread by reinfection. Nonetheless, we contend that our approach is useful to quickly
screen genomes for retroviral-derived sequences that have amplified via reinfection, even
those bearing no coding sequences, such as solo LTRs and nonautonomous elements. As
many more genome sequences become available for a wide range of vertebrates, along with
their own diverse ERV repertoire, our approach will accelerate the identification of ERV
families with infectious potential and further our ability to delineate the paleohistory and
epidemiological dynamics of these elements in their host population.
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4.5 Method
4.5.1 CpG and non-CpG mutation density calculation
We downloaded RepeatMasker alignment files of 57 Species from repeatmasker.org and
developed genomeRM CpG.pl (https://github.com/xzhuo/CpGrate) to process the down-
loaded RepeatMasker alignment files. It builds a multiple sequence alignment for each
repeat subfamily, estimate a new consensus based on the alignment using majority rule.
For HIV-1 strains, the multiple sequence alignement was downloaded directly from HIV
databases (https://www.hiv.lanl.gov) and the consensus was estimated by majority rule.
Then the new consensus is used as the ancestral sequence to compare with each sequence in
the alignment. For each comparison, the numbers of cytosine (C), guanine (G), and CpG
sites in the ancestral sequence, the number of C to thymine (T) transition, G to adenine
(A) transition, CpG to CpA transition, and CpG to TpG transition from ancestral state
to current sequence are counted and summed. In our analysis, only full length TE copies
(missing fragment < 50 bp at both ends) are used to build the alignment, and only TE
subfamilies with more than 30 copies in the alignment are included in the calculation. We
also excluded TpG in ancestral sequences from non-CpG sites because some of them are
actually CpG in real ancestral sequence and including them in non-CpG sites inflated their
substitution rate (Figure 4.1). The same calculation is applied to HIV-1 multiple strain
alignment file to calculate CpG/nonCpG mutation rate of exogenous retroviruses.
We further processed and plotted the data with nonlinear regression calculation.py
(https://github.com/xzhuo/CpGrate). CpG substitution density (Dcg) is calculated as
number of mutation from CpG to TpG divided by number of all CpG sites in ancestral
state. As comparison, nonCpG substitution density (Dncg)is the number of C to T mutation
divided by number of C in the ancestral sequence.
4.5.2 Curve fitting and candidate ERV subfamily
selection
We modified the function in Xing et al. to describe the CpG substitution density with













Where Dcg and Dncg stands for CpG substitution density and non-CpG substitution
density, and a and r are two parameters used to describe their relationship.
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Then we estimated parameters a and r using non-linear regression by fitting non-LTR
retrotransposons data. Lower 95% prediction interval of the curve is calculated using delta
method:

















Dˆcg: calculated CpG substitution density with fitted a and r.
t: critical t value
COV: covariance matrix of fitted a and r
SS: sum of square
DF: degree of freedom
Poisson exact 95% critical interval is estimated for all LTR subfamilies at both non-LTR
and LTR distance. We assume there is no interaction between CpG and non-CpG sites and
the critical interval ellipse is axis aligned. We calculated the probability of error ellipse
above the lower 95% prediction interval of the curve by one tail test with distribution
described above and corrected using false discovery rate (FDR). All LTR subfamilies with
Q<0.05 are considered as positive, illustrated, and used for subsequent analysis.
4.5.3 Orthologus TE CpG and non-CpG
mutation density calculation
Orthologus TE pairwise alignment between human and chimpanzee is extracted from
chimp-human whole genome alignment file available in UCSC genome browser.56,57Since
it is impossible to derive ancestral sequence using only pairwise alignment of ortholog, we
counted number of shared C (NC-C or NCG-CG) in the pairwise alignment and number of
heterozygotes sites with (C/T) (NC-T or NCG-TG) in both CpG and non-CpG context. We
then calculated NC-T / NC-C and NCG-TG / NCG-CG as approximate of non-CpG substitution
density (Dncg) and CpG substitution density (Dcg).
To test if Dcg/Dncg of given ERV subfamilies are different from Alu element, we
conducted following Likelihood ratio test:





The log likelihood function is:
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L = − ln [f (N1C−T ;µ1N1C−C) + f (N1CG−TG; aµ1N1CG−CG)
+f (N2C−T ;µ2N2C−C) + f (N2CG−TG; bµ2N2CG−CG)]
(4.4)
N1C-C: number of preserved C in non-CpG context in the orthologus Alu alignment;
N1C-T: number of C-T transition in non-CpG context in the orthologus Alu alignment;
N1CG-CG: number of preserved C in CpG context in the orthologus Alu alignment;
N1CG-TG: number of C-T transition in CpG context in the orthologus Alu alignment;
N2C-C: number of preserved C in non-CpG context in the orthologus TE alignment;
N2C-T: number of C-T transition in non-CpG context in the orthologus TE alignment;
N2CG-CG: number of preserved C in CpG context in the orthologus TE alignment;
N2CG-TG: number of C-T transition in CpG context in the orthologus TE alignment;
There are 4 parameters in the equation:
µ1: substitution density at non-CpG sites (Dncg) in Alu;
µ2: substitution density at non-CpG sites (Dncg) in the given TE;
a: CpG/non-CpG substitution ratio (Dcg/Dncg) in Alu;
b: CpG/non-CpG substitution ratio (Dcg/Dncg) in the given TE.
Under null hypothesis, we assume a = b. Under alternative hypothesis, we have a 6= b.
Maximum likelihood estimation was conducted with bbmle package in R and Likelihood
ratio test is subsequently performed.
4.5.4 CpG methylation from whole genome
bisulfite sequencing data
The whole genome bisulfite sequencing (WGBS) data is obtained through cooperation.22
All the reads are mapped to hg19 or mm10. We intersected TE with WGBS data using
bedtools to produce TE methylation data set,58 then we plotted TE methylation level with
violin plot using ggplot2 in R.59
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Figure 4.1. CpG/non-CpG mutation ratio is not systematically affected by copy number
of TE family if CpA sites are excluded from calculation. (a). Simulated CpG/nonCpG
mutation rate of different copy number using AluSz6. The substitution rate of non-CpG
site is overestimated for families with low copy number in the simulation. (b) CpG and
non-CpG rate no longer biased if CpA sites are excluded from calculation.
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Figure 4.2. The distribution of nonCpG and CpG density of other TEs are fitted with a
non-linear curve (see method). Ninty-five percent Prediction interval and Ninty-five percent





























Figure 4.3. We found five ERVs that are hypomethylated during spermatogenesis have low
CpG/non-CpG substitution ratio if we only include mutations after integration. However,




















Figure 4.4. Violin plot of methylation level of 13 HERV candidates in spermatogonial
sterm cells.
20 Mb hg38












Figure 4.5. Association of MER57E3 with promoters. (a) Cluster of MER57E3 on
chromosome 19. (b) MER57E3 is associated with ZNF714 promoter.
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Figure 4.7. Violin plot of methylation level of 12 ERV candidates in spermatogonial sterm
cells.
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Figure 4.8. CpG mutation pattern of ERVs in pig genome.




































Figure 4.9. CpG mutation pattern of ERVs in opossum genome.
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Figure 4.10. CpG mutation pattern of ERVs in rhesus genome.
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Table 4.1. Common ERVs in the mouse genome.
Family envelope infectious autonomous repbase name Copy No.
IAP No No Yes IAPEz, IAPLTR1 Mm High
IAPE Yes Yes Yes IAPEy, IAPEY2-IAPEY5 Low
MuLV Yes Yes Yes MuLV, RLTR4 Mm Low
VL30 No Yes No RLTR6 Mm High
MusD No No Yes ERVB7 1 High
GLN Yes Yes Yes MMERGLN Low
Etn No No No RLTR13, RLTRETN Mm High
MERVL No No Yes MT2 Mm High
MMTV Yes Yes Yes MMTV Low
CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
Here we investigated ERV evolution in the little brown bat genome, described an
intriguing case of cross-species retroviral transmission, and developed a new method to
study ERV evolution.
I identified 362 full length proviruses in assembled little brown bat genome using LTRhar-
vest, LTRdigest, and MGEScan-LTR.1–3 Then I used a homology-based method to scan
the whole genome and mined virtually all the fragments that are derived from ERVs in
the bat genome. Taken together, ERVs contributed to about 5% of the little brown bat
genome. Despite rampant activity of DNA transposons within the vesper bat lineage, the
amount of ERV sequence is comparable with that of other mammals such as human, dog,
or mouse. Thus, it seems that ERV abundance is not directly affected by the plethora of
circulating zoonotic viruses in this reservoir species. Despite this, I still found hundreds of
lineage-specific, recently integrated ERVs in the little brown bat genome. Some copies even
display complete and apparently intact coding capacity, including envelope genes, suggestive
of recent and potentially current infectious capability.
Building on the catalogue of ERVs I assembled in the little brown bat genome, I
subsequently searched for highly similar ERV sequences in other mammalian genomes in
order to look for potential cases of cross-species transmission. These searches led to the
identification of genomic sequences highly similar to the bat MLERV1 element in cat, tiger,
and pangolin genomes. Thus, this ERV family was found to be present in other mammals
but with a very patchy distribution, indicative of multiple independent introduction in these
species lineages. Furthermore, the level of interspecific sequence similarity between these
elements was much higher than what would be expected from a scenario invoking their
vertical inheritance from a common ancestor. Together these results strongly suggested a
case of cross-species retroviral transmission among these species or some of their ancestors.
I further dated the endogenization of this retrovirus in these species lineages using two
independent methods, which led to an estimated introduction between 10 and 20 million
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years ago. The data also suggested that the ERV has continued to proliferate actively in
both the cat and bat lineages for millions of years until very recently, generating hundreds
of insertions unique to each species. I used a phylogenomics approach to further investigate
the mode and tempo of this ERV’s amplification in the cat and bat lineages. The results
suggested that the ancestral retrovirus underwent a single endogenization event in the cat
lineage and subsequently lost its infectious capacity and amplified predominantly if not
exclusively by retrotransposition. The evolutionary history and dynamics of the family was
more complex in the bat lineage, where we could infer there were at least three different
independent endogenization events, and potentially many more. In fact, it appears that
several MLERV1 elements remain infectious for extended period in the bat lineage, and
we identified several copies that may still be capable of reinfection. Together this study
illustrated how a nearly identical retrovirus can be endogenized in widely diverged mammal
species, but follow a different fate and amplification dynamics in each of the species lineages.
In the last part of my dissertation, I developed a method to explore more systematically
the mode of proliferation of ERVs in different species. In particular, we wanted to assess the
extent by which ERVs have spread via reinfection or retrotransposition in a large sample
of vertebrate species. Conventionally, these two different modes of proliferation are distin-
guished by examining whether the envelope coding domain, which is required for infection,
is present and has evolved under functional constraint while the ERV proliferated in the
genome,.4,5 However, this approach suffers from several limitations that make it extremely
difficult to apply at a genome-wide scale for a large collection of species. To overcome
these shortcomings, I developed a new and relatively simple approach to investigate ERV
evolution based on the prediction that ERVs amplified via reinfection would show a different
mutation pattern than those amplified via intracellular retrotransposition. Specifically,
I hypothesized that reinfecting ERVs, as they diverge from each other, would display a
relatively less pronounced transition bias at CpG sites compared to nonCpG sites. We
validated this prediction using ERVs known to have undergone reinfection in the human
and mouse lineages. We then developed a statistical framework and computational pipeline
to automate the analysis and apply it to profile a wide range of vertebrate genomes. We
successfully recovered the infamous infectous porcine endogenous retrovirus (PERV) in pig
genome, and our finding suggesting that opossum is loaded with reinfecting ERVs.
However, the method we developed here relies on other TEs to define CpG substitution
pattern of hypermethylated retrotransposon. It has been demonstrated that most of TEs
are hypermethylated in germline, but it is still possible that some of them are not. Besides,
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the sensitivity of our method will be compromised if the number of available non-ERV TE
families is low. Therefore, this method can be improved by employing better statistics.
My dissertation research demonstrated that worth of characterizing ERVs. We unveiled
an intriguing case of ancient cross-species transmission as well as many ancient infections.
By examining substitution pattern of ERVs, we can even distinguish how they propagated in
the host genome. Retroviral zoonosis is a potential threat to public health and wild animal
conservation.6,7 Here I described a past retroviral zoonosis among different mammalian
orders 10-20 million years ago and the method developed in my dissertation can be used to
find potential infectious ERVs and help prevent possible future retroviral zoonosis.
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